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Chapter 1 :- Satanic Magick and Rituals:
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-The Grand Satanic RitualThis Ritual format can be used in Standard Rituals, Thanksgiving Rituals, As well as
the Invocation and Summoning of the Gods.
Always bathe before a ritual of any kind, or before the summoning or the invocation
of the Gods. As always the clothes that you are wearing - Be it black jeans and a black
shirt or full Ritual robes with red trim - are absolutely clean.
It is best to have all the rituals tools upon your Alter consecrated in Father Satan’s
name. If you own Ritual Robes, cloaks, or you have specific attire for a ritual, it
should also be consecrated [This includes any jewelry worn during a Rituals e.g. A
silver Pentagram* or an Equal Armed Cross]
*A Pentagram points down and represents the energies of the heavens being drawn
down. Where as a Pentacle points up, this represents the energies of the earth being
sent upwards into the heavens*
Light the candles, light the Incense and fill the Chalice, a Dark liquid is commonly
used, be it Guinness draught with a pinch of salt or even coca-cola. The “prayers”
should be written before the actual ritual begins, there should be room on the Alter to
hold the written “prayers” before they are burned.
Begin the Ritual by ringing the bell 9 times in a counter-clockwise direction,
remembering to hover the bell gently over the altar on the ninth ring. This is done to
cleanse the Ritual area, and to open the ritual.
To further cleanse the Ritual Area, and to raise the Ritual energies, recite Father
Satans’ poem ‘Peace Be Unto Him’;
“My understanding surrounds the truth of things,
And the truth is mixed up in me,
And the truth of my descent is set forth by itself,
And when it was known, it was altogether in me
And all the habitable parts and deserts
And everything created is under me
And I am the ruling power preceding all that exists
And I am he that spoke a true saying
And I am the Just Judge and Ruler of the Earth
And I am he that men worship in my glory
Coming to me and kissing my feet
And I am he that spread over the heavens their height
And I am he that cried in the beginning
And I am he that of myself revealeth all things,
Verily the all-merciful has assigned unto me names,
The heavenly-throne, and the seat, and the heavens, and the earth.
In the secret of my knowledge, there is no god but me.
These things are subservient to my power.
O mine enemies, why do you deny me?
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O men deny me not, but submit.
In the Day of Judgment, you will be happy in meeting me.
Who dies in my love, I will cast him
In the midst of paradise, by my will and pleasure;
But he that dies unmindful of me
Will be thrown into torture in misery and affliction.
I say I am the only one and the exalted;
I create and make rich those whom I will.
Praise it to myself, for all things are by my will,
And the universe is lighted by some of my gifts.
I am the king that magnifies himself,
And all the riches of creation are at my bidding.
I have made known unto you, o people, some of my ways.
So saith the Almighty God Satan!
Hail Father Satan!”
Now take up your Athame and position just below your naval, and point your Athame
towards the east. Then recite the following invocation to Father Satan:
“In nominee dei nostri Satanas luciferi excelsi, in the name of Father Satan, Ruler of
the Earth, True God, Almighty and Ineffable, who hast created man to reflect in
Thyne own image and likeness, I invite the forces of Orion to bestow their infernal
power upon me, to bless me with the powers of the Light and the Dark, to stabilize
me with the elements of Fire, Earth, Water and Air, Open the gates of Duat to come
forth to greet me as your brother, your son and your friend.
Deliver me o’ Mighty Satan from all past error and delusion; fill me with truth
wisdom and understanding, keep me strong in my faith and service, Help me to act
purely in accordance with your Will, that I may abide always in thee with praise.
Honour and Glory be given thee – Father Satan – for all eternity. Hail Father
Satan! Hail all the Mighty Gods of Duat!”
Place your Athame back upon the Alter and take up your Chalice. Hold it before the
Grand Alter Fixture, and recite the following verse to Father Satan and the Gods:
“With Pride in my heart as a True Spiritual Satanists, And dignity in my soul as a
true warrior of Father Satan, I humbly, and respectfully have this drink, In Your
name Father Satan, And in the Name of All the Gods. Hail Father Satan! Hail all the
Mighty Gods of Duat!”
Drink from your Chalice and imagine your entire being lighting up with Father
Satan’s divine golden light. As you are doing this say:
“Hail Father Satan! And Hail All The Mighty Gods of Duat!”
Place the chalice back upon your Alter, and take up your Athame once more. Now,
turning counter clock-wise and using your Athame to direct the energies of the four
Cardinal points, humbly, and respectfully invoke the Four Great Ruling God Powers
of Duat:
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Father Satan from the East,
Enlil-sama from the North,
Astaroth-sama from the West,
Azazel-sama from the South.
When you are invoking the Great Ruling God Powers of Duat from the four Cardinal
Points, Take a deep breath in, and visualize the Energy from the Gods travelling
through the Athame and into your Sacral Chakra, From there visualize the energy
lighting up all of your main Chakra's including the 8th and 9th Chakra's, your Hand
Chakra's and your Sun chakra’s.
Place your Athame back upon the Alter and recite the following verse:
“We stand armed and dangerous before the bloody fields of history;
Devoid of dogma – but ready to carve, to defy the transient:
Ready to stab forth with our penetrative will,
Strain every leash, run yelling down the mountainside of Man:
Ready and willing to immolate world upon world
With our stunning blaze.
And let them all sing that WE were here, as Masters
Among the failing species called Man.
Our being took form in defiance
To stand before your killing gaze.
And now we travel from flame to flame
And tower from the will to the glory!
Hail Father Satan!
Hail All the Mighty Gods of Duat!”
This is now the Height of the ritual, this is the point where you read the “prayers”
aloud or in your head, When you are finished, loosely fold the “prayers” and light the
bottom left and top right corner* of the “prayers” in your alter candles and place
them in the burning bowl to burn.
*Some believe that it is important to light certain corners of the written “prayer” with
specific coloured candles, this is completely false and inconsequential, [while it is
true that certain coloured candles evoke certain energies, for example using grey
coloured candles when participating in death workings, However it does not apply
when burning the written “prayers”]*
Burning the written prayer releases the energy of the request or thanksgiving unto
the Astral. It is best to meditate on what you have said, and what you have written in
your prayer, if it was a request to gain something, visualize yourself gaining what you
requested, if it was a prayer of thanksgiving, connect with Father Satan and express
your gratitude and express how truly thankful you are.
After you have meditated on the ritual it is best to really connect and communicate
with Father Satan and the Gods, Also if you are doing a Thanksgiving ritual it is best
to recite either the Third, Eighteenth or Nineteenth Enochian keys as they do not
send out any elemental energy.
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Close the ritual by ringing the bell 9 times in a Clockwise direction, again
remembering to hover the bell gently over the altar on the ninth ring. End the Ritual
by thanking Father Satan, and thanking the Gods. Lastly, extinguish the candles and
incense, and give a loud:
“Hail Father Satan!! And Hail all the Mighty Gods of Duat!!”
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-The Amassing and the Release of EnergyThis is a technique to amass a very large quantity of energy in a short amount of time
and to release that energy to achieve a specific goal or purpose. This technique was
given to me by Agaures-sama; The Ritual in which I first used this technique was
dedicated to Agaures-sama.
This technique coincides with the “Connecting with the Earth Meditation” as you will
draw energy from multiple sources around you, the most predominant source being
the Earth. You must have all of your Chakra’s fully open and active, both the back
along the spine, the middle and the front. You will need to draw the Energy up and
through the Chakra’s, should a Chakra still be closed or not active the energy will hit
a “dead end” so to speak - and of course all your Chakra’s need to be correctly
aligned, this should go without say.
To begin, you must first cleanse your Aura and the Area in which you are working. It
is utterly important. If you do not cleanse your aura or the area the enemy will have
no problem in interfering and disrupting your working. Also as you cleanse the area
and yourself, you put yourself in the right mindset and focus to use this technique.
Once you have cleansed the Area and Yourself, Sit with your palms flat on the
ground, Begin to visualize and feel the Earths energy beneath you [To me it appears a
shimmering Brown and Gold] Begin to feel the pulse of the immense energy
contained within the Earth.
Whilst holding this visualization and feeling, move your attention to your body,
Visualize and feel yourself surrounded by the Akasha, a deep violet energy, Feel all
the energy that is surrounding you. This is akin to feeling that you are in the middle
of empty space completely surrounded by the Akasha.
Now move your hands to your waist and place your palms around you sides, clench
your abdominal muscles and begin to draw the energy into your core. Ask the earth
with respect, to please provide you with the energy necessary to accomplish your goal
or purpose, remember, The Earth is willing to open to those who are True to Father
Satan and the Gods.
As you draw the Golden-Brown energy of The Earth, Begin to draw in the deep violet
Akasha that surrounds you, Extend this to the trees and plants in the surrounding
area; draw their energy in just the same, with a vibrant white-gold. As you are doing
this, move your attention to the Sun and the Moon, Command and Draw the Energy
from the two into you core along with the Earths energy and the Akasha.
You do not have physically see the sun or the moon, and you do not need to be
outside to do this, simply visualize the Sun and the Moon, then begin to draw down
and visualize the intense Solar and Lunar Energies into your core.
Keep drawing the energy into your core; you will feel immense pressure build within
your lower abdomen, you need to contain the energy within your core whilst you
continue to draw in more energy.
Now move your attention to the Stars, Specifically the constellation of Orion,
Visualize the Energy form the Stars also being dawn down into your core,
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Once the energy of the stars begins to reach you, you will most certainly feel it, the
pressure within your lower abdomen will grow, your body will start to intensely heat
up, and your skin will start to tingle [almost burn]
Once you have reached this point, using your hands as guides, start to direct the
energy up through your Sacral Chakra towards your Gold\Sun Chakra. You need to
Will the energy up; you will feel it as it passes through all you Chakra’s. Once you
have reached the Gold\Sun Chakra Move all the Energy you have amassed directly
into your Gold\Sun Charka.
[If you do not regularly work with your Gold\Sun Chakra do not use this technique
rather wait until you have empowered this Chakra]
Now, you make take a few seconds to gather yourself, Throughout all of this you must
be focused intently on the goal\purpose that needs to be achieved, take a deep breath
in, *At this point, If you are working with Gods, shoot the energy up, towards the
ceiling, with a violent exhale, The God\Gods you are working with will take the
energy and direct it to its Goal [If this has been previously agreed upon].* If not, you
need to release the energy to its goal yourself through Visualization and Affirmation
You need to know, with absolute authority, that you have now achieved your
goal\purpose. You must know and feel that there is nothing that can stop this giant
mass of energy from reaching its desired purpose\goal.
Once you have become open to – and - “in tune” with Father Satan and the Gods you
will be able to feel, before you have even begun the working, weather you will succeed
or fail.
After you have released the energy either to its goal or to the Gods you are working
with, you will most definitely feel the after effects, your skin will be tingling and
almost burning it is a very uncomfortable feeling, also, if you gave to much of your
own energy, within a few minutes of completing this technique you will feel
incredibly drained. This drained feeling can last quite long if you are not careful.
Once all is complete remember to thank the Earth for the energy that is has provided
you with. Thank all involved in this process.
On completion of this, I saw the energy above me with both my ocular and astral
vision, it was swirling up, like an inverted Vortex, something I had read about in
Magister Willards’ “Points for Satanic Covens” http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanic_Coven.html
That concludes the ‘The Amassing and the Release of Energy’ I would suggest that
you do this during a Standard Ritual in order to maximize and secure success for the
desired purpose\goal.
*A special thank-you to Agaures-sama for showing me this technique.*
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- The True Structure of the Gentile Soul: The Four Pillars At this moment I cannot go into to much detail, but the point of writing this is to give
what Knowledge of the Gentile Soul the Gods gave to me and my Satanic Wife, to my
Brothers and Sisters in Satan.
“What Are the Four Pillars of the Soul?” – Well, the Four Pillars of the Soul are
exactly that. The Structure of the Soul was shown to me by the Gods. And our
Soul is, as William Quinstcher describes (Before all his work was stolen by
Franz Bardon) a tetra-polar magnet.
Our Soul, which is created by Father Satan, is structured as four pillars separated
into two sections by the "Three Knots". It is in these four Pillars that the Elements, in
their purest form are Divided, Condensed and Balanced. Each of these “Pillars” is a
Magnet, containing a Pole; hence the Tetra-Polar Magnet [Four Poled Magnet]
– However, There is in-fact a Fifth Pole, the point where the Four Pillars Meet. Yes,
At the Point where the Four Poles join a Fifth Pole is created, and just the same,
where the Four Elements meet within these Pillars a Fifth Element is created –
Spirit.
This is not to say that the Akasha itself is created by joining the Four Elements, No,
the elements are created from the Askaha. However in terms of the Human Soul, and
Subsequently the Tetra-Polar Magnet, things are slightly different, And I am certain
that the “Spirit” comprising us – Gentiles – is different from just the Raw Akasha.
More Details will be added when Father Satan decides so. For now however this
should shed enough light to pursue your own research and start making sense of all
the bullshit that has been spread over the many years regarding the “Soul”.
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- Advanced Protection: And the Filtration of Negative Energies This meditation focuses on building an advanced Aura of Protection with the intent
and purpose of filtering negative energies originating from the enemy, the planets or
unknown entities conspiring against you.
This Meditation utilizes four of the five Satanic Elements: Fire, Water, Earth and Air.
Also we will be using ‘Blue Demonic\Satanic Energy’ as well as pure White energy. In
order to do this you will need experience with elemental workings as well as a
tolerance for the elements. – This tolerance can only be gained by continuous work
and practice with the elements:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Invoking_Elements.html
If you have little or no prior experience with elemental workings or you have not
successfully invoked and balanced each of the elements do not perform this
meditation, wait, and build up experience with the elements. Also this meditation
will be a lot easier if you know where your Aura stops, as this meditation requires you
to add elemental layers around your aura.
This meditation is to be done purely in conjunction with ‘How To Clean Your Aura’:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html and ‘Building
Your Aura Of Protection’: http://www.666blacksun.com/Protection.html
*This Meditation should be done roughly once a day, whereas the above Meditations
by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich should be done several times a day!*
A prerequisite for this meditation is that you need to be able to shift your
consciousness to your Aura, and then to the 4 layers of the elements that you will be
adding to your aura. This is discussed in Splitting the Soul:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Splitting_The_Soul.html
What you need, in order to be able to do this meditation, is to be able to freely shift
your consciousness\awareness. This is imperative, as you will be adding 4 layers of
elements around you, you need to feel them attaching to your aura, and you need to
feel the layer as if it is a part of you.
*The ability to freely and easily shift your awareness and consciousness is very
important, and will serve to open many gates in your advancement*
It is important to remember that during this meditation, you will not be breathing
the element into your being or into your Aura in any way; you will be attaching and
amassing the Specific element around your Aura in a condensed layer.
To begin, Sit comfortably, make sure there is nothing nearby to distract your
attention when you shift your awareness to your Aura, i.e. A pillow lying beside
you. Cleanse Your Aura and your Chakra’s **thoroughly**. If you do not do this, you
will trap the negative energies and the thought-forms that have attached themselves
to you within your Aura, ultimately destroying the point of this meditation.
Once you have done this, you need to do a very basic area cleansing, just visualize the
room you are sitting in enveloped in Electric Blue Flame –
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This is the Demonic\Satanic Energy - You need to hold this visualization as long as
possible before continuing.
Now, quiet your mind, and focus, you need to be utterly focused to do this, when
building and shifting your awareness to the elemental layers your thoughts cannot
stray, you need to be completely focused.
Begin by moving your awareness to your Aura and feel for the edge of your Aura –
where your Aura ends - This is very important, you need to feel this. Once you have
done this you can begin the next step.
You will now be adding the elemental layers around your Aura, You need to *Will*
and *breathe* the element around your Aura, attach it, and condense it. This should
be done with six breathes.
Each of the four elemental layers must act in unison in order to filter any negative
energies that should reach them. The outermost layer [Fire] shall Burn, The second
outermost layer [Earth] shall decay, the third outermost layer [Water] shall distill
and the Innermost layer [Air] shall oxidize.
The first layer to add will be Air. With the first breath of Air; you need to visualize a
layer, 1cm in thickness, around your Aura. It is very important that you Will the Air
to attach and merge with your Aura; it must become an extension of your Aura.
It is imperative that you feel the Air connecting and forming in a layer around your
Aura, it is a very distinct sensation, you will certainly know if you have gotten it right.
With the next five breathes, draw in and condense more of the Air Element into the
layer. Whilst you are doing this, affirm to yourself “The Air Is Oxidizing Any And All
Negative Energies That Reach It”
Now extend your awareness\consciousness to the layer of Air you have just added to
your Aura, again affirm “The Air Is Oxidizing Any And All Negative Energies That
Reach It”
Keeping your awareness\consciousness extended to the Layer of Air, begin to add the
second Layer, the Layer of Water. Remember that now you will be adding the Layer
of Water around the Layer of Air. Because, in essence the Layer of Air is now a part of
your Aura, you are now going to build on that by adding another layer [Water]. So
again, with the first breathe; you need to visualize a layer, 1cm in thickness, only this
time the layer of Water will go around the Layer of Air. It is very important that you
Will the layer of Water to attach and merge with the Layer of Air and subsequently
your Aura. Once again this new layer must become an extension of your Aura.
It is imperative that you feel the Water connecting and forming in a layer. Due to the
previous Layer of Air the sensation you feel when the Layer is merging and connect
will be slightly different but still very distinct. With the next five breathes, draw in
and condense more of the Water Element into the layer. Whilst you are doing this,
affirm to yourself “The Water Is Distilling Any And All Negative Energies That Reach
It”
Now extend your awareness\consciousness to the layer of Water you have just added
to your Aura, again affirm “The Water Is Distilling Any And All Negative Energies
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That Reach It” now however you must also affirm “The Layer Of Air And Water Are
Working Together To Filter Any And All Negative Energies That Reach Me”
Keeping your awareness\consciousness extended to the Layer of Water, begin to add
the second Layer, the Layer of Earth. Remember that now you will be adding the
Layer of Earth around the Layer of Water. Again the Layer of Air and Water have
become a part of your Aura.
So, with the first breath; you need to visualize a layer, 1cm in thickness, the layer of
Earth will go around the Layer of Water. It is very important that you Will the layer
of Earth to attach and merge with the Layer of Water and subsequently your Aura.
Once again this new layer must become an extension of your Aura.
Again, you must feel the Earth connecting and forming in a layer. With the next five
breathes, draw in and condense more of the Earth Element into the layer. Whilst you
are doing this, affirm to yourself “The Earth Is Decaying Any And All Negative
Energies That Reach It”
Now extend your awareness\consciousness to the layer of Earth you have just added
to your Aura, again affirm “The Earth Is Decaying Any And All Negative Energies
That Reach It” now however you must also affirm “The Layer Of Air, Water And
Earth Are All Working Together To Filter Any And All Negative Energies That Reach
Me”
Now, the final Elemental Layer - Fire. Again, you must keep your
awareness\consciousness extended to the newly added Layer of Earth. Remember
that now you will be adding a Layer of Fire around the Layer of Earth. Again the
Layer of Earth, Water and Air have become a part of your Aura.
And so again with the first breathe; you need to visualize a layer, 1cm in thickness;
the layer of Fire will go around the Layer of Earth. It is very important that you Will
the layer of Fire to attach and merge with the Layer of Earth and subsequently your
Aura. Once again this new layer must become an extension of your Aura.
You must feel the Fire connecting and forming in a layer. With the next five breathes,
draw in and condense more of the Fire Element into the layer. Whilst you are doing
this, affirm to yourself “The Fire Is Burning Any And All Negative Energies That
Reach It”
Now extend your awareness\consciousness to the layer of Fire you have just added to
your Aura, again affirm “The Fire Is Burning Any And All Negative Energies That
Reach It” now however you must also affirm “The Layer Of Air, Water, Earth and
Fire Are All Working Together To Filter Any And All Negative Energies That Reach
Me”
You will need to add a Final Layer around your now extended Aura, This layer is a
simple “Pure White-Gold” layer of energy and its soul purpose is to reflect all
negative planetary and enemy energies.
Extend your awareness to the outermost layer of your Aura [The Layer of Fire you
just added] and begin to add a new layer around it, also about 1cm in thickness, The
energy must be a very Bright White-Gold, it must appear almost reflective,
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Again you must Will the energy to attach and merge with the outermost layer of your
Aura. You will again feel the distinct sensation I mentioned with the elements.
Now extend your awareness\consciousness out, to the newly added Layer of
Reflective White Energy and affirm “This Energy Is Reflecting Any And All Negative
Planetary and Enemy Energies”
At this point, you need to hold the Visualization of the Four Elemental Layers and the
Final Layer being the Reflective White-Gold Energy. Draw your
awareness\consciousness back to your Aura. Now you must go through each of the
Five layers you have added to your Aura and program each with their specific
affirmations, Again, extending your awareness\consciousness as you go through each
layer. [You can repeat this step as many times as you are comfortable with, only
move on when you are confident that the layers will do their intended job and that
they have indeed become an extension of your Aura]
And that Concludes the Advanced Protection and the Filtration of Negative Energies.
*As a warning, you will experience and odd sense of disorientation when you have
completed this meditation, Your Aura just needs time to form and adjust to the new
Layers you have added to it. In doing this meditation, you have essentially added five
layers to your circle of awareness. After a short time these layers will fully merge with
your Aura.
In this Circle of Awareness there is a part of the subconscious that constantly
monitors and maintains this space, it “feels” what is in this space, For instance, when
you walk through a door; you do not catch your shoulder or your foot on the doorway
because subconsciously you are navigating using feeling. After doing this Meditation,
you have added an artificial extension to this Circle of Awareness; in time they will
merge completely. Right after the meditation you will experience what I can only
describe as adding a thick layer of cotton around your Circle of awareness.*
*A special thank-you to Astaroth-sama for helping me with this.*
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- The Invocation of Our Mighty Gods\Demon Successfully invoking one of the Mighty Gods of Duat is something that is truly
amazing, it is honestly an experience that you can never forget - nor would you ever
want too.
Invocation is the Gods gift to us. Through Invocation the Gods can guide us, teach us,
help us and even speak through us. It is a way of establishing and incredibly close
bond with the Gods.
Invocation is only really possible when a connection has been established between
yourself and one ore more of the Mighty Gods. This is either from that particular God
being your Guardian Demon, or perhaps you have been drawn to one of the Gods and
have attempted Summoning that God.
Invocation is very personal and very intricate. It is not something that you do purely
for the “fun of it” or something you are doing just to “try it out”. It must be done with
complete sincerity and with the utmost respect.
What actually happens During the invocation can be described as follows: The
particular God you are attempting to invoke is splitting of a piece of Himself\Herself
and implanting it into you [This is Astrally speaking of course] allowing you to
temporarily be that God: to feel what that God feels, To Think how that God thinks,
to become in-tune to that particular Gods frequency and vibration.
It is no small feat.
With that being said, it is important to understand – this is especially to those who
are newly dedicated – that attempting this once will not be enough. Just like the
Foundation Meditation or the Opening of the Chakra’s this takes time, practice and
patience.
Not just that, but establishing that connection in the First place takes time as well.
This is not something to be rushed. It must be looked at as an honor and a gift. If you
are not ready for it, it will not happen.
The Gods come to us in a way that we can perceive, and when we are newly
Dedicated, we cannot truly perceive anything, because our Ability to perceive has
been beaten out of us by xianity and the other kike programs – so before Invoking or
Summoning one of the Mighty Gods, it is best to have all of your Chakra’s open:
[http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/openingchakras.html] as well as
be confident in your ability to feel energy:
[http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Foundation_Meditation.html]
Now to the Invocation of our Mighty Gods:
Initially, it is best to do the Invocation during either the Standard Ritual:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html or the ‘Grand Satanic
Ritual’, choose whichever feels comfortable to you.
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Before the Ritual, draw the Sigil of the particular God you are attempting to invoke.
Once you have drawn the Sigil, trace over it with your Middle and Index finger,
consciously imparting your own energy onto the Sigil – [visualize this to assist the
movement of your energy]. This will help in establishing the connection needed for
the Invocation. Also write a small prayer to the particular God you are invoking,
simply asking that God to please come to you and to assist you in the Invocation. Just be genuine and be respectful.
Now, during the Ritual, after you have burned your prayer, sit comfortably in front of
your Alter, and place the Sigil you have drawn and empowered of the God you are
invoking in front of you. [If you do not have an Alter, don’t worry, it is not necessary,
all you need is the Sigil of the God and 1 candle, it doesn’t matter what color. Just
make use of what you have]
If possible surround yourself with Satanic Imagery; this will help you tune into the
Satanic Energy.
Now slowly calm yourself, begin to breathe deeply and rhythmically. Take a good 10
– 20 minutes to relax and get yourself into a medium to deep trance. The more
relaxed you are, the more you will experience.
Get yourself “warmed-up” to the Demonic energy by taking a few breaths of the
Demonic Blue energy into your Aura, and then your Astral body, then you’re light
body and back out again. Circulate this energy a couple of times to get yourself
sensitive to the feeling of energy. - Again, this way you will feel and experience much
more.
Once you are relaxed and really focused on what you are about to do and you are
feeling the Energy you are circulating, you can begin the Invocation.
Re-trace the Sigil of the God you are Invoking, and then slowly start to visualize that
Sigil in your mind. Focus intently on it, at this point repeat the following:
“In the Name of our beloved and Almighty Father Satan, I humbly and respectfully
invoke thee __________.”
After you have said this, either in your head or out loud, you need to focus and
visualize on the Sigil of the God you are invoking and then slowly begin to inhale that
Gods energy. - Most of the time the Energy you will be breathing in will be Blue- the
Demonic Blue. However, when you begin to connect deeper with the Gods you will be
able to see and feel their different energies and their differing appearances.
Inhaling the Energy of the particular God you are invoking is what initiates the
invocation, and what allows the connection to truly be established. It may take one
breath or 20 breaths of that particular Gods energy, only you will know.
You can either breathe the energy straight into yourself, or take the Energy into your
Aura, then your Astral Body and then your Light Body. You can even take the Energy
of the God you are invoking and circulate it through your Chakra’s. The more you
apply and spread the energy, the easier that God can connect with you. – Which will
open up doors to communication, visions etc.
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I can only speak from experience and tell you that this is something incredibly
personal and is part of a deep bond between us Dedicated Spiritual Satanists and our
Gods, the Demons.
What you will feel is almost indescribable. My first successful Invocation was when I
attempted to Invoke Malphas-sama. It was absolutely incredible. As soon as I
breathed in His energy, I was immediately hit by an immense wave of absolute RAW
power. My Strength shot through the roof, I literally felt like I could take on the
World and then some.
Not only physically but Astrally, all my senses shot up, I became aware of so many
things, it was just a rush of euphoria and adrenaline. It was amazing, it was a true gift
from my Guardian Demon Malphas-sama, and I am so thankful to Him!
And that is it; you have invoked one of the Mighty Gods of Duat, There is no fancy
spell or random conundrum of words for the invocation, just a genuine connection
between a Dedicated Spiritual Satanist, and our Mighty Gods.
Once you are done, and you can feel the God leaving, thank that God and close the
Ritual. The energy will stay with you for long, and you will probably have a hard time
sleeping from the immense energy. But you wont even care you will be so ecstatic.
I will say again though, be patient and be respectful. It took over 8 attempts before I
was successful in Invoking Malphas-sama, it was very hard at times, but that gift I
received was something I will never forget. It might happen sooner for you or it
might happen later, just be Dedicated and when the time is right it will happen.
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- The “Trine” Affirmation Method The Trine Affirmation method is simply a way of separating your life-Affirmations
into three Spheres\aspects of importance. By keeping the affirmations in multiples of
three and keeping the spheres in multiples of three, you increase both the power and
the effectiveness of the Affirmations themselves; this is akin to “sacred geometry”.
It is a simple method shown to me by the Gods, However it is very powerful, as these
life affirmations, most notably my own affirmation to keep myself healthy and free of
all illnesses, manifested rapidly and completely and healed me of my then “current”
sickness. (This was a sever infection of a Gland within my Body that healed within a
week, as apposed to months of medication and hospital treatment)
A very important part of this method is the ‘Concluding Affirmation’. This is basically
and all-purpose affirmation that ties all the other affirmations together and drives
them forward. A good example is given in the Affirmation sheet below. I personally
use this Concluding Affirmation. However, if you feel the need to use something
different then by all means.
As High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has stated many times on the Joy of Satan, keep
your affirmations in the present tense, but one thing to keep in mine as well something that is crucial - is to establish “Permanence” a state of the constant effect
of your affirmation. (Such as given in the example below)
Depending on your level of Bio-electricity, and what your own Satanic Intuition tells
you, it is best to start with either One or Two aspects and work up from there.
Here is an example of a Trine Affirmation Sheet Using three Aspects and a Solid
concluding Affirmation.
Primary Trine:
> I am completely safe and protected at all times and in every way.
> I am completely healthy and free of all illnesses at all times and in every way.
> ______________________________________
Secondary Trine:
> I am freely projecting into the astral at all times; I am always successful with
astral projection.
> ______________________________________
> ______________________________________
Tertiary Trine:
> ______________________________________
> ______________________________________
> I am permanently and constantly attracting vast amounts of Money and Wealth
to myself - I am always financially secure.
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Concluding Affirmation:
In the Service of Father Satan, I am permanently, completely and constantly
successful in all aspects of my existence and my endeavors at all times.
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- Proper Use of the Ritual Prayer:
The Instilling of the Five Satanic Elements This is quick and simple, and should be applied to all Ritual Prayers that are burnt on
the Satanic Alter, as this is a natural and powerful means of achieving ones desires
using the elements in conjunction with Ritual Practice. - Now is a better time than
any to start using the elements if you have not already. When you have more practice
in Elementalism you can move on to more advance techniques.
For any Ritual Request it is best to Instill the Paper on which the Request is written
with all Five-Satanic Elements, programming each element to achieve a certain
aspect of the desire. However, when beginning with elemental Magick, or if it is a
very simple request, it is okay to use only two of the elements. – [Balance is always
needed, for example, a single poled magnet cannot exist, and just the same, a
Magickal item\prayer\etc cannot exist with only one element within it.]
To me the Elements appear as such: Fire, Water and Air are Spherical, Whereas the
Akaska appears as an infinite [not empty] space, and Earth, appears as Something
like a black hole, in the sense that it is the Elements of Binding, it is the Creation of
Astral gravity with which to bring and hold the elements and any Magickal energies
together.
Now, for the Instillation of the Desire and the Elements:
During the Satanic Ritual, before you read the Prayer Aloud and Burn it in the
Burning bowl [Burning the Prayer releases the Desire, and the [now] instilled
elements onto the Astral to achieve the “Purpose”]
Sit quietly with the Prayer in front of you. Begin with the Akasha. The Akaska works
best a primer to any energy and elemental working. It severely increases the power of
any working when using it s a primer. – Meditations as well.
Imagine yourself in a vast and infinite space, the space is not empty. It is filled with
Akaska, only you cannot see it. [Think Dark Matter] You can feel the density all
around you; you can even see the ripples caused in the Astral by the Akaska [like heat
off a hot road]
Begin to Breathe the Akasha into yourself through your Pours. – exactly like the
Foundation Mediation. Now, breathe in and condense a portion of the Akasha into
the Front extension of your Solar Chakra. Breathe in more of the Element and
condense it further into the Front Extension of the Solar Chakra. Now take the
condensed Akaska from the Front Solar Chakra, and Impregnate the Paper on which
the Prayer is written with it.
This can be done wither with breathing or just willing the energy, just visualize the
Akasha moving into the paper, visualize each and every fiber of the paper being filled
with the Akasha. Visualize an infinite space within the paper being filled with this
Energy. As you do this, repeat the Desire\Goal that you wish to achieve in the Ritual.
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Now Move to Fire, Surround yourself in a Sphere of Fire, a pure inferno. Do your
best to sit as still as possible and open up to this experience. In other words, do not
get stressed or over concerned with the visualization or the amount of your
concentration. Just relax, and by relaxing and breathing rhythmically you will get
into a light trance, which is all that is needed for this step.
You *will* feel the heat of the Fire around you, that is guaranteed, When you do feel
it begin with the Impregnation. If you have experience with Elementalism, you can
skip all the breathing and just straight, “will” and materialize the elements.
Start by breathing the fire into yourself through your pours [Again, Exactly as the
Foundation Meditation] really focus on the feeling than anything else. Now as you
are breathing the Fire in, move it all into the Front Extension of your Solar Chakra.
Visualize this Chakra containing the intense flames with all its might. Now continue
to breathe in more fire and with each breath move the Fire into the Front extension
of the Solar Chakra.
Again, what you are doing is condensing the fire element into your Front Solar. With
each breath you are sharpening the power and effect of this element for the
Working\Ritual\Meditation. So breathe in and condense the fire to the degree you
most feel comfortable with, this can be 2 to 20 to any amount.
[With practice\natural talent, you move away from breath and work directly with the
elements\s, also you do not need to condense it within yourself and you can
condense any amount of multiple elements into an area\space - Even if you are not
physically there.]
Now with the Fire condensed, begin to breathe the intense inferno of raw power into
the piece of paper with the Prayer written on it. Imagine the Paper itself surrounded
by a sphere of the energy you have just condensed. Now inject and force the fire into
the paper, imagine that each fiber of the paper is inflating with the Fire you have
condensed. Imagine that the paper is almost ablaze from the intensity of the Energy
contained within it. Visualize an infinite space within the paper being filled with this
Energy. As you do this, repeat the Desire\Goal that you wish to achieve in the Ritual.
Now do the same with both Air and Water. They are both, like fire, Spherical, so the
Visualization and the steps stay the same as above. Use the Air Element next and
then Water, is the Air will aid in the condensation of the Fire and Water [exact
opposites] within the paper.
After you are done with the Akasha, Fire, Air and Water move onto the last Element,
Earth:
Begin the Visualization, by imagining yourself in the center of a Black Hole. You have
to feel the pressure and the weight of the intense Gravity. This is what is going to
bind all the elements that were instilled into the Paper together, and force each
Element to actively work as ONE towards your Desire\Goal.
Begin to breath in the Earth Element, Whatever color it takes to you doesn’t matter,
just feel and see that it is incredibly dense, heavy and is a visual manifestation of
Gravity. Like above, condense this into the Front Extension of your Solar Chakra.
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Breath more of the Element to where you are comfortable, be sure to condense and
sharpen the element you the highest extent you can.
Now move this “gravity” into the Paper, Visualize the paper within the same black
hole a you. Now visualize the Earth Element, attaching and griping the Paper.
Visualize the Gravity enveloping the Paper. Then See the Akasha, Fire, Air, and water
that was previously instilled being drawn together.
Visualize a very energetic reaction between each of the Elements, feel each element
being forced together inside the paper, see the violent display of the energy, it will get
hot, each element will begin to merge and form an intense White-Gold light. [You are
basically transmuting Each Element to form a whole Elemental being]The paper will
be enveloped in this light. Each element is visible, like mixing oil and water; however
they are bound together by the Earth. - All the while visualizing and feeling this,
repeat the Desire\Goal that you wish to achieve in the Ritual.
Now the last step, is to Fill the paper with some of your own energy. This is simply
condensing your Energy [this can be from your Aura] and filing the ball with it. This
must be a ‘happy’ process. In the sense that, you are doing a Ritual to Father Satan
and the Mighty Gods, asking for their assistance and energies for your Desires. By
doing this step [and all the others] you are giving some of your energy for your own
Desires. And you are happy and grateful to give your own energies to Father and the
Gods. Most especially if it is for something you want\need.
All that is left is to read the Prayer aloud or in your Head and burn it on the Alter –
In Satans name.
[The point of all this, is that, you are not simply taking andyou are not just “asking” –
you are doing. You, Giving your own energy and effort during a Ritual makes the
world of difference. Father and the Gods can see that you are actually attempting to
grow and use your own powers, with that; the Gods will have no problem in assisting
you.
But if you are just going to do a quick Ritual and write a short little prayer and expect
the world to fall in your lap, you will receive nothing. – Simply because if you are not
willing to put forth any effort but you expect Father and the Gods to put in all the
effort, then you do not *deserve* anything.]
This method adds a lot of power to whatever it is you are trying to attain, especially if
you compound this with other magickal workings such as Talismans, Sigils, Chants,
Runes etc.
Also, using this in conjunction with Fluid Condensers and Life-Elixirs makes a very
powerful energy Vortex. So long as you have the will, stamina and energy, you can
attain anything. – Just remember, Sometimes what we want is the exact opposite of
what we need, so be careful what you wish for . . .
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- Raising Death and Anguish From The Earth In the many centuries of the “churches” existent, and before that the absolutely
parasitic existence of the jews, the Earth Has been bombarded and overwhelmed by
the vast amounts of death energy [All form the many Gentiles killed in the name of
“god” and jezit, Most significantly during the Inquisition]. And of course the current
state of hate and suppression of the people today, as well as the propaganda spewed
by the jewish media in order to turn Gentiles against Gentiles, has filled this Earth
with an incredibly huge vortex of anguish\hate energy.
The purpose of this is to both help rid the Earth of some of this dreadful energy, and
to severely empower in Death Ritual, by using it against the very parasites that
created them [Or using it against their supporters, either is fine]. – Raising even a
small amount of this 1000 year collective of utter death and hate, properly, will kill
your target within days\weeks.
Like with any handling of negative energy, just be sure to keep it a distance so you do
not get tied into the destruction, and end up sending the energy to yourself. Cleaning
your Aura before and after the handling of the energy helps with this. Also, if it is
your first time or you are uncertain of the processes involved, simply ask your
Guardian Demon to assist you with the Handling and Direction of the energies.
[Throughout the entire process you must be affirming, wiling and visualizing the
person\people you are cursing dying in many different and very painful ways]
With your middle and index finger and using the Demonic Blue energy, create a
medium sized circle in front of you. This circle of Demonic blue energy is to protect
you by stopping your Aura from attaching to the energy and to keep the Death energy
in the circle. [You are just basically creating a temporary thoughtform]
Now Perform the “Connecting with the Earth Meditation”, once you are in tune with
the pulse of the Earths energy, you can begin to raise the death Energy.
Again, this energy must not touch you, so will and force the energy into the energycircle in front of you and keep it there. Start Visualizing the Ground beneath you
comply grey and murky, Visualize; blood, body parts, skeletons -anything to get the
notion of Death and Anguish- around you. Now begin to Will and visualize this
“Death” collecting into a ball in front of you [All Contained within the energy-circle]
the energy will be a horrible, slimy, dirty grey and will not feel good near you at all,
especially if you have raised a lot.
Visualize beneath you, all the Gentiles that have been tortured mercilessly buy the
inquisition, visualize the gentile pagan priesthood who where all burnt alive in their
Temples during the 13th Century christianization, Visualize every society, every good
Gentile Man, Woman and child suffering under the relentless tyranny of those
parasites!! Feel all their suffering, all their hatred towards their
murderers\inquisitors\torturers etc. Now bring up and condense that Energy as well,
combining it with the Death energy you have raised already, to make a pure ball of
Death and Anguish!
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When you are satisfied with the amount of energy raised and collected you can move
to the next step. With this ball of death in front of you, Visualize decayed skeletal
arms and hands holding and surrounding the ball. – keeping it firmly in place.
Now, just the same with the “Instilling of the Five Satanic Elements” you will be
impregnating this ball of death with the Elements; Fire to Destroy and kill, Water to
Hurt and drain, Air to act as a buffer between “death” and “pain”, and Earth to bind
that person to the Death Energy ball and the Energies instilled within it.
Once you are finished instilling the Elements, you now further empower this ball of
elemental and death energy by instilling your own Hate and your own Will of
Destruction towards your target. Start by bribing to mind everything about the target
that has made you perform this death Ritual. Rile up every bit of hatred you hold,
make yourself furious ready to kill if you physically saw the person. Now in one big
breath, pump all of that hatred and the will for this person to die, right into the ball
of death\elemental energy, all the while visualizing your target dying in multitudes of
painful ways.
[At this point you can use the Runes to add even more death and destructive energy
aimed at your target]
Now for the Release: Be sure that the target you are cursing is firmly in your minds
eye, [At this point, if your Guardian Demon is Assisting you, Ask Him\Her to please
help in the release and direction of this energy] Visualize the decayed skeletal arms
slowly releasing their grip on the ball, visualize the image of your target within the
ball, being ripped into pieces by the energies. Now quickly in one movement,
dissipate the Demonic Blue energy-circle that is keeping the energy in and shoot the
energy up into the ceiling it should look like a reverse cyclone from the ball all the
way up. Now Visualize the severe energy dropping directly onto your Target, visualize
the energy moving into his\her Aura, the Light Body then into Each of the Chakra’s.
Visualize the energy rotting, decaying and corrupting each aspect of your targets
existence, see your target as a whole, being decayed and ultimately dying, see your
target being dragged into the ground, dead, by the same skeletal arms\hands that
help your energy in place.
Now take a deep breath, and breathe out any last emotion or thought you have for
the target, the energy hit its mark, and your target IS dead, so don’t keep him\her
alive buy thinking about them, simply take the ultimate satisfaction that you have
killed them!
This is best done as an enhancer to a full Destruction Ritual, when cursing a target
using Blood Sigils and Runic Sigils and other processes aimed at killing.
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- Creating Blood Runic Sigil's: Destruction and Death in Conjunction
with Satanic Ritual Energy Release For this, I will be using, as an example, the Group Destruction Ritual that was
performed by the members of the Joy of Satan e-Groups against the parasitic-jewishrace. Aimed mainly at Destruction, however the same processes can be used for
Other Goals, just be sure to choose the Best shortened Affirmation, Matching Rune
and Enochian Key to match what you are doing the Ritual for.
Step 1: Creating Sigil of Destruction
First begin with the Full affirmation; this is the affirmation that will be condensed to
then form the Sigil, but the Subconscious and the “God” portion of the mind will
work towards this.
[Since this Ritual will be using both Raised and Personal energy -from the blood- It is
important that our minds work towards both a personal and group ‘goal]
“All energy raised today is constantly and permanently working to completely
Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every way.”
Now Condense the Affirmation for the Sigil:
“Energy raised today is permanently destroying all jews completely”
Now, for basic Sigil making, simply remove all the repeating letters, and stylistically
arrange those letters to form a Sigil, such as below:
Energy raised today is permanently destroying all jews completely.
=
E\n\r\a\t\o\p\y\d\g\j\w\s\c\l\
Now these letters can then be stylized into something simple like below:
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Or more time and effort can be taken to form a more Alchemical looking Sigil such as
this one:
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Step 2: Boosting the Sigil with Runes intended for Destruction.
On a thick sheet of parchment paper [Best to use is “homemade” paper, otherwise
normal blank sheet is fine] Draw in thick black –like a permanent marker- the Sigil
just created.
On the Back of that paper write out the full affirmation, as neat as possible of course.
Now for the Runic Enhancement, the Two Runes used will be Hægl \Hagalaz and
þorn\ Thurisaz. [If feel it necessary, you can include a third Rune, Sol\Sowilo for the
purpose of adding further power to the above Runes and the Ritual as a whole]
These Runes will be Vibrated in Two Sets, once whilst Drawing the Sigils and again
whilst staining the Runes with 2 Drops of your blood.
Numbers for Vibration:
Haal\Hagalaz = Multiples of Nine

| þorn\ Thurisaz = Multiples of Three

In Pencil, Draw in Bold the Hagalaz Rune on the Left [over] the Sigil, and the
Thurisaz Rune on the Right [over] the Sigil. You will later stain these with a drop
each of your Blood. It should look similar to the images below:
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Once you are satisfies with the Look of the Sigil, Start with the Vibration of the Runes
and the Empowerment of the Affirmation through the Vibration of the Runes.
So, we begin with Hagalaz, we will vibrate it a total of 27 times. For each set of nine
Vibrations we will repeat the Affirmation “All energy raised today is constantly and
permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every
way.”
When complete with that Vibration, move to Thurisaz, Vibrate this a total of 9 times
[This is all keeping in the Numbers of Satan and the Duality of Satan] for each set of
three Vibrations, repeat the Affirmation “All energy raised today is constantly and
permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every
way.”
All the while Vibrating, be sure to trace over the intend Rune and the Sigil with the
Middle and Index finger, Visualize your Energy lighting up the Rune and the Sigil
with sever intensity.
This process will be done again during the Ritual, however in place of visualizing
energy, you will be using your blood.
Step 3: Impregnating the Sigil Paper with Fire - Pure intent of
Destruction
This step is quick and simple, and should be applied to all Ritual Prayers that a burnt
as this is a natural and powerful means of achieving ones desires using the elements
in conjunction with Ritual Practice.
[This is a very simple method of elemental impregnation, so now is a better time than
any to start using the elements if you have not already]
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Surround yourself in a Sphere of Fire, a pure inferno. Do your best to sit as still as
possible and open up to this experience. In other words, do not get stressed or over
concerned with the visualization or the amount of your concentration. Just relax, and
by relaxing and breathing rhythmically you will get into a light trance, which is all
that is needed for this step.
You *will* feel the heat of the Fire around you, that is guaranteed, When you do feel
it begin with the Impregnation. If you have experience with elementalism, then skip
ahead but if not here is a sound and solid method of condensing the element and
transferring it elsewhere.
Start by breathing the fire into yourself through your pours [Exactly as the
Foundation Meditation] really focus on the feeling than anything else. Now as you
are breathing the Fire in, move it all into the Front Extension of your Solar Chakra.
Visualize this Chakra containing the intense flames with all its might. Now continue
to breathe in more fire and with each breath move the Fire into the Front extension
of the Solar Chakra.
What you are doing is condensing the fire element into your Front Sacral. With each
breath you are sharpening the power and effect of this element for the
Working\Ritual\Meditation. So breathe in and condense the fire to the degree you
most feel comfortable with, this can be 2 to 20 to any amount.
[With practice\natural talent, you move away from breath and work directly with the
elements\s, also you do not need to condense it within yourself and you can
condense any amount of multiple elements into an area\space - Even if you are not
physically there.]
Now with the Fire condensed, begin to breathe the intense inferno of raw power into
the piece of paper with the Sigil drawn. Imagine the Paper itself surrounded by a
sphere of the energy you have just condensed. Now inject and force the fire into the
paper, imagine that each fiber of the paper is inflating with the Fire you have
condensed. Imagine that the paper is almost ablaze from the intensity of the Energy
contained within it. Whilst you are doing this repeat the affirmation “All energy
raised today is constantly and permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish
Race at all times and in every way.”
Repeat for a minimum of 9 times, and upwards in multiples of nine.
When you are done impregnating the Paper with the Fire and the intent of
destruction, Visualize the Sigil and the Runes being impregnates in the same way.
With your 3rd eye it will look as if the Sigil and the Runes are being projected off of
the paper, like the old-fashioned 3D.
Opening of the Ritual - The Grand Satanic Ritual
Within reason, any Ritual Format
[ http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RITUALS.html ] can be used for
the purpose of this Destruction Ritual, However for the sake of raising the utmost
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energy and each Spiritual Satanist Participating to be in the same state and thoughtprocess using the Grand Satanic Ritual is much better suited and recommended.
‘The Grand Satanic Ritual’.
At the closing of the Grand Satanic Ritual, and After the Burning of The Sigil and the
Written Prayer, all Energies will be released to the Gods, in order to be directed in
absolute to its necessary targets.
Step 4: Writing of the Ritual Prayer, and the Assistance of the Gods in the
Ritual & its processes.
[At this point the Grand Satanic Ritual has just started, and you have completed the
Invocation of the Ruling God powers of Duat]
Begin by wiring on a small sheet of parchment paper [or any blank paper] the Ritual
Prayer. The exact details of what you write and how you write this prayer are up to
you, but for this Destruction Ritual, you ill be using this to ask the Assistance of you
Guardian Demon\s in the Raising and Handling of the Energies as well as the
successful completion of this Ritual as a whole.
Also, in the Prayer you will be stating why it is you are doing this Ritual and for what
reason.
This way, when the Prayer is burnt along with the Sigil that was created in 1 and 2,
everything can be tied together neatly and in your subconscious, and every step of the
Ritual can be seen as pieces of a whole, one Entire Ritual Process aimed at
destruction, rather than multiple magical methods simply squashed into one Rite.
Once you have finished writing the Prayer, keep it aside along with the Sigil which
will be further empowered and burnt together at the closing of the Ritual.
Step 5: Staining the Sigil & Runes with 2 Drops of your Blood for
Dramatic Empowerment
Now take the Sigil that was created and step 1 & 2 and place it in front of you. You
will be staining Each Rune with one drop of blood for each. Only two drops of blood
are necessary for an enormous amount of energy to be raised.
It is best to use a sterilized razor blood, and making a small and quick slice on the tip
of your left index finger, rather than sitting for ages with a pin trying to prick your
finger and actually get a decent amount of blood.
First Begin with Hagalaz, With the cut finger trace over the rune, literally sating it
with your Blood, whilst doing this repeat the affirmation [9 times]: “All energy raised
today is constantly and permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race
at all times and in every way.”
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Then to Thurisaz, again with the cut finger, trace over the rune, staining it with your
Blood and repeat the affirmation [3 Times]: “All energy raised today is constantly
and permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in
every way.”
Now Repeat the Following: “My life-force, which is tied to my Blood, The blood of a
Gentile, the Blood of Satan himself, is connecting Myself to this ritual and all its
energies, Severely empowering and driving the Rite as well as all energies raised
today to constantly and permanently work to completely Destroy the jewish Race at
all times and in every way”
[You will definitely *feel* something at this point. There will be no mistaking the
Power of this Ritual and the Power of all of Satans Children working their Hardest to
the same goal.]
Now as in Step 2, you will be vibrating Each Rune, in conjunction with the
Affirmation and using its correct multiples. [Use the Same number of Vibrations as
you did in Step 2]
[Numbers for Vibration: \Hagalaz = Multiples of Nine | þorn\ Thurisaz = Multiples
of Three]
So, begin with Hahalaz, we will vibrate it a total of 27 times. For each set of nine
Vibrations we will repeat the Affirmation “All energy raised today is constantly and
permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every
way.”
When complete with that Vibration, move to Thurisaz, Vibrate this a total of 9 times
[This is all keeping in the Numbers of Satan and the Duality of Satan] for each set of
three Vibrations, repeat the Affirmation “All energy raised today is constantly and
permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every
way.”
All the while Vibrating, be sure to trace over the intend Rune and the Sigil with the
Middle and Index finger, Visualize your Energy lighting up the Rune and the Sigil
with sever intensity.
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Step 6: Tying-together and releasing of all Energies to our Gods for
Absolute Direction.
At this step you will tie together all the Energies and release them to the Gods, more
specifically your own Guardian Demon, following which you will recite the 5th
Enochian Key for the further boosting of the energies and to complete the use of all
the Elements within the Ritual.
Now Stand at your Alter, and Quite your mind. Begin to think about all the wrong
that the parasitic jews have done not only to our People but to Father Satan and our
Gods as well. Bring to mind how these poisonous beings first infected Egypt by
creating Islam in order to destroy the Egyptian people. Bring to mind the
Horrendous blasphemes against our Father and the Gods contained within the false
trinity of “religions” as well as the many offshoots they have spawned.
Bring to mind the 13th Century “Christianization” – Hundreds of thousands of Pagan
followers, Priests, Teachers, Monks, Naddreds, INNOCENT PEOPLE, were burned
inside their temples while these filthy-reptiles pillaged and destroyed everything they
possible could.
Bring to mind how every “Mythology” ever story containing the different pantheons
of our Gods were changed and re-written during this Century “Christianization” How
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every bit of WHO and WHAT we were has been mutilated by the jews and their
cohorts.
Bring to mind the Inquisition, all the pain and suffering the “church” – of jews –
causes. Murder, Torture, children being raped and killed in front of their mothers in
order to “confess heresy”. ENTIRE FAMILIES FORCED TO WITNESS THE
TORTURE AND DEATH OF EACH OTHER BY THE HANDS OF THE FUCKING
PARASITES!
Bring to mind, how every facet of our Existence form our Culture, to our Ancestry has
been infiltrated and infected to the state where no matter what or no matter where
you come from “The jews were the ones who started it all”
Bring to mind the Suffering of the Gentiles of Dresden, who were practically burnt
alive by the allied-jews! And Bring to mind the intense suffering of animals and livestock, under the brutal and absolutely SICK “kosher” and “halaal” slaughter
regulations!
Bring to mind that you cannot open a book, watch a movie, read a news article or just
plain open your eyes without having some bullshit about god, jezit, the “chosen” race
of jews, or the “holohoax” being jammed down your throughout.
And most importantly bring to mind the fact that because of the jews, YOU cannot
freely practice your beliefs, YOU cannot easily find and buy Ritual & magic Items,
YOU had to suffer under a forced belief system during childhood. And, YOU cannot
openly and proudly display your beliefs for the fear of never ending attack,
harassment even death.
Now, take every bit of anger and hatred and utter longing for destruction that you
hold for the jews and release it, either in a ball in front of you or up towards the
ceiling ask your Guardian Demon, or any of the Gods to please take and Direct this
energy. And loudly and FIRMLY repeat: “My Hate, My Loathing, My Energy and my
full intent of destruction is connecting Myself and this ritual with that of ALL my
Brothers and Sisters in Satan, Severely and is UTTERLY and COMPLETELY
Destroying the jewish Race”
Now Take the Paper containing the Blood Sigil. For once last time, Trace over each
Sigil with the Middle and index finger, all the while imparting your energy and
repeating: “All energy raised today is constantly and permanently working to
completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every way.”
Set the Sigil Paper alight with the flames of one of the Candles, and place it in your
burning bowl, WILL\SEE\VISUALIZE the intense energy moving out of the Paper
and fulfilling its intended purpose. Again ask your Guardian Demon, or any of the
Gods to direct the energy. – Whilst the paper burns, affirm: “My life-force, which is
tied to my Blood, The blood of a Gentile, the Blood of Satan himself, is connecting
Myself and this ritual with that of ALL my Brothers and Sisters in Satan, Severely
empowering and driving all energies raised today to constantly and permanently
work to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all times and in every way”
- Move directly to Step 7.
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Step 7: Chanting\Vibrating the 5th Satanic Key. [Of the Air Element]
Http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/fifthkey.html
For this Chant either both the Enochian and English version of the 5th Satanic Key,
or just one. This is your preference; whichever you feel will raise the most energy.
When you are done chanting the Key, Take the Ritual prayer you wrote asking for
Assistance and burn it in the Burning bowl.
While the Prayer is burning for one last time affirm: “All energy raised today is
constantly and permanently working to completely Destroy the jewish Race at all
times and in every way.”
Now, Thank Father Satan, Your Guardian Demon and all the Mighty Gods of Duat.
And thank your Brothers and Sisters for participating in this Ritual with you, and
raising the Energy to change the current world.
[For the Ritual Prayer, it was more about asking for the Assistance of the Gods, and
getting yourself in the correct state of mind, rather than the importance of writing &
burning a Ritual Prayer, however if a second prayer was written adding to the
Destruction, that would certainly add to the power of the Ritual]
Now at this point, it would be best for you to sit quietly in front of your Alter, and
take a couple of minutes to visualize the success of the Ritual as a whole. Focus
specifically of the *feeling* of success, picture in your mind a World only of Gentiles,
where Spiritual Satanism is the Path that all Gentiles Walk. A world where there is no
blasphemy to our Father and the Gods, and A world we are Openly, Proud Spiritual
Satanist.
Feel, inside, what it would be like to live in the perfect world, and feel, that because of
what was done on this day, against the Tyrants of Man, we WILL and we ARE living
in that perfect World!!
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
Here is a short list of additional Steps to consider. The more Magickal processes you
can add the better so long as the Goal of the Rite is not lost in all the added processes,
in some cases the simplest ritual can be the most effective.
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Amassing a condensed ball of Death Energy Directly from the Earth.
Impregnation of Water into the Ball of Condensed Death Energy.
Binding together all steps with the Earth Element. [In the sense of pure
Gravity]
Brining down Destructive energy from Negative luminaries.
Using Life-Elixirs\Fluid Condensers in conjunction with the Sigil.
Releasing the -Elixirs\Fluid Condensers through means of Fire\Combustion.
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Chapter 2 :- Satanic Meditation:
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- Azazels’ Heart Chakra Meditation –
Azazels’ Heart Chakra Meditation works on the principle of connecting Your Main
(Middle) Chakra’s with your heart Chakra, allowing your energy to circulate fluidly
throughout your being and also to amplify that flow - increasing your bioelectricity,
Taking the initial steps of preparing yourself for the Magnum-Opus Meditations.
Lets look at the symbol for the Heart Chakra:

The Symbol of the Heart Chakra appears to be two Inter-locking Points, but when
looked at, inside the Human Soul it is easy to see that it is in-fact two interlocking
pyramids, both spinning parallel to each other.
Now lets look at Azazel-sama’s Sigil:

Looking at Azazel-sama’s Sigil compared with the symbol of the heart Chakra, it is
easy to see the resemblance in the two inter-locking points. Now, for this meditation,
Azazel-sama’s Sigil Must be aligned to Ones’ Soul and Body. This Alignment is
achieved by rotating Azazel-sama’s Sigil 43 Degrees to the Left [On the it’s X-axis]
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This is what Azazel-sama’s Sigil should look like when aligned to your Body and Soul
[From a front perspective]

Now with Azazel-sama’s Sigil aligned to your soul and body you can begin the
Meditation. The Meditation can be done by anyone who has opened or even
awakened there Chakra's, just be patient with yourself - Do Not get frustrated and
give up if you struggle with the visualization or do not feel its effects right away.
As with any meditation I Strongly advise you to thoroughly cleanse your Aura before
doing this - I find that to aid me in cleaning my Aura I do it in the shower with cold
running water, simply because by doing so you are utilizing the Water Elements
effect of absorption, so all negative energies (even thought-forms) can be drawn out
by the Water so long as it is programmed to do so. However this Does not work in a
bath, where water is not flowing.
(No matter your level of advancement, it is very Important to clean your Aura, if you
do not you will find it - among other things, very hard to visualize the meditation,
concentrate, or feel the meditations effects. This applies to all Spiritual workings)
Begin by visualizing the following Chakra’s in their correct Position [i.e. Correctly
align these Chakra's] even if you have done this before it is important they be aligned
for this Meditation.
Align; your Crown Chakra, Your 6th Chakra, Your Throat Chakra, Your Left and
Right Temple Chakra’s, Your Left And Right Shoulder Chakra’s, Your Base Chakra,
Your Sacral Chakra your Solar Plexus Chakra, and you Right And Left Hip Chakra's,
While Visualizing Azazel-sama’s Sigil where your Heart Chakra is [Also Just Visualize
Your Sun\8th Chakra above your head radiating white-hot light, or White-gold
energy. What ever you feel is best for you – do that].
With all your Chakra’s aligned, Your Sun\8th Chakra radiating white-hot (Golden)
light, or white-gold energy and Azazel-sama’s Sigil Where your Heart Chakra is it
should look something like the image below [From a Front Perspective]
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Once you have completed the alignment and visualization you can move on to the
next step of the Meditation.
The next step is to draw Brilliant white-gold energy into each of the Chakra's you will
be working with in this Meditation, It is best to start with your Crown Chakra and
work down towards your Base Chakra.
Before you begin you need to Position your hands so your thumb connects with your
ring and pinky finger, leaving your index and middle fingers pointed straight [Like
the Image Below]
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Then cross your arms over your chest so that your Index and Middle fingers are
touching your shoulders just above your armpits. This is used to form a circuit within
the Nadis, directly shifting your bio-electricity to the Heart Chakra.
Visualize Each of your Chakra's drawing in this brilliant whit-gold energy to the point
where the Chakra become so bright you cannot directly look at it - To ensure the
White-gold energy is being drawn into each Chakra properly use the following
affirmation, while visualizing the Chakra drawing in the Brilliant white gold energy
“Brilliant White-Gold Energy Is Being Drawn Into My ___ Chakra, Permanently
strengthening and empowering it!”
Repeat this affirmation a few times for each Chakra until you can feel each of your
Chakra's either throbbing or tingling [This Depends on your Power, your ability to
feel energy and the strength of your Chakra’s] Remember even if you don’t feel it
right away carry on with the meditation, the effects might only manifest a couple of
hours later or even a couple of days later.
Once you are satisfied with the amount of energy that has been drawn into each
Chakra you can move on to the next step of the meditation. The Next step of this
meditation is the most important step and is extremely powerful, so really
concentrate and try your best.
Once-again starting at you Crown Chakra and working your way down to your Base
Chakra connect each of your Chakra’s with the Points of Azazels’s Sigil which have
been aligned to your Soul and Body.
Your Crown Chakra, 6th Chakra, and Throat Chakra must all be connected to the
First Point of Azazel-sama’s Sigil. Then you’re Left and Right Temple Chakra’s must
be connected to the Secondary Left and Right Rings of Azazel-sama’s Sigil. Then your
Left and Right Shoulder Chakra’s must be connected to the Left and Right Middle
Rings of Azazel-sama’s Sigil. Then you’re Left and Right Hip Chakra’s must be
connected to the lower Left and Right Rings of Azazel-sama’s Sigil. Then you’re Base
Chakra, Sacral Chakra, And Solar Plexus Chakra must all be connected to the
Final/Lowest Point of Azazel-sama’s Sigil.
Connect each Chakra with an intensely bright Green beam; once this step is complete
it should look like the Image Below [From a front Perspective]
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Now end the Meditation by repeating the following Affirmation:
“All My Chakra’s are permanently connected to My Heart Chakra; which is
represented by Azazel’s Sigil! My energy is amplified! And is now flowing freely!
And fluidly!”
Visualize yourself encompassed by the intense glow of you’re Heart Chakra which is
now connected to all your Chakra’s and is extremely empowered!
End the Meditation with a big “HAIL FATHER SATAN!! AND HAIL
AZAZEL!!” Also remember to thank Father Satan and Azazel-sama.
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- Connecting With the Earth:
Meditation on the Earths’ Energy and Pulse –
This is quite a simple Meditation; it is useful for both Aura Cleansing and the
Building and Empowering of an Aura of Protection, as well as increasing your energy
during times when we feel down and energy-less.
First, sit comfortably; you can perform this meditation either outside or inside. I
would however suggest that you sit directly on the floor, not a chair or bed, because it
will make the visualization of the energy a lot easier.
Place your palms on the ground; relax your entire body and Start to focus on your
Chakra’s. Begin with your middle Base-Chakra. Visualize Your base Chakra lighting
up and spinning, then move your attention to your front Base-Chakra, again
Visualize it Lighting up and Spinning. Move your attention to your Back Base-Chakra
[On you’re Spine] again Visualize it Lighting up and Spinning. Do this with each of
your Chakra’s and work up to your Sun\Gold Chakra above your head.
You should now be feeling the tingle\pressure of all of your Chakra’s, as well as being
in a calm and meditative state.
Now, draw your attention to the ground beneath you; in this relaxed state you should
have no problem feeling the Vibrant Golden Energy of the Earth Pulsing beneath you
- If you do not feel this energy or the actual “pulse” of the Earths’ energy do not get
frustrated or concerned, just continue with the Meditation, eventually you will feel
the energy.
Now, begin to visualize the ground beneath you lighting up with an intense Golden
Energy - If you are open, you may even “see” the color of the Earths’ energy.
Continue to visualize the ground beneath you in an ever increasing light of Golden
Energy. [You should at this point be feeling a pleasant pressure/sensation in you
palms where you are touching the ground]
Once you are comfortable with the Visualization, begin to draw the energy into
yourself. Start by drawing the energy directly from the ground into your BaseChakra. Visualize the energy as a “link” from the Ground to your Base-Chakra.
Visualize your Base-Chakra turning a vibrant bright Gold. Feel your Base-Chakra
becoming stronger and more powerful!
Then draw the energy further up into your Sacral-Chakra, Again keeping the “link” of
Energy and Visualizing your Sacral-Chakra turning vibrant bright Gold. Continue
this “link” of the Earths’ Golden Energy all the way up to your Sun\Gold Chakra. You
should feel the Earths’ “pulse” coarse through your Chakras’, As if you are in-fact
connected to the Earth itself.
Visualize this intensely powerful energy radiating from your Chakra’s to your Body
and then your Aura. Visualize and Feel the Vibrant Golden Energy from the Earth
“Burning” away all negative and enemy influence from your Aura as well as your
Chakra’s. This Meditation works great in providing us with Energy, empowering and
Strengthen our Chakra’s as well as cleansing and empowering our Aura’s.
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Once you have done this, simply open your eyes and relax, Thank Father Satan and
all the Mighty Gods of Duat, and thank the Earth for providing you with this
abundance of energy. Remember we are Spiritual Satanists; we do not just take, take,
take - That is a kike mentality and must be permanently avoided. Remember to give
back what you take from nature and the things around you.
[Just as a note: An Alternative way of doing this Meditation would be to draw the
Energy up from the ground, through your Hand-Chakra’s, into your Shoulder
Chakra’s and then into your Heart Chakra, from where you disperse the Earths’
Energy into the rest of your Chakra’s]
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- Pineal Gland Meditation:
Empowering and Developing the Pineal Gland This meditation follows the same basic principle as High Priestess Maxine Dietrich’s
Step One of the Magnum Opus:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Step_1.html
This Meditation is good for preparing the body as well as the mind for Step One of
The Magnum Opus, It allows you to initially grasp the concept of condensing your
own bio-electricity, also, it allows you practice in manipulating and moving that
condensed energy, and finally it serves to further empower and awaken your pineal
gland.
Before you begin this meditation you could do breathing exercised to raise\amplify
your bio-electricity:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Breathing666.html - [A lot of
Spiritual Satanists seem to underestimate the importance and the power of these
breathing exercises, they are incredibly powerful and very beneficial to us. Practice
them daily, and you will see there importance] - Also, you could practice the Five
Tibetan Rites of Rejuvenation: http://www.lifeevents.org/5-tibetans-energyrejuvenation-exercises.htm
First, sit comfortably with your spine straight, Meditating in a consistent position,
makes it easier to visualize during different meditations, seeing as how you have
adjusted the visualization to match your bodies position. If you continue to meditate
in this same position, over time it will become easier and easier to visualize.
However, do not let it become a “crutch”, wherein you can only meditate in that one
position. We are warriors of opportunity, and we may not always have the luxury of
Meditating in our preferred position. So, always practice visualization in different
positions, soon it will become quite effortless to meditate and visualize while we are
in a different position to the norm.
Bring you palms together and distance the roughly 15cm apart, relax and allow
yourself to feel your aura, feel the tingle of your Aura, feel the pulse of your energy,
As you feel it begin to visualize yourself surrounded by a layer of white-gold energy,
Ensure that this energy is bright and vibrant, you have to “feel” that it is powerful.
Now, concentrate and start to pull that energy in between your Hand-Chakra’s. Do
not force it, just will it between your Hand-Chakra’s.
Feel the pressure in between your hands feel the heat that the energy is producing,
just a note, Many people feel things in a different way, Some people might feel heat
in places where others might feel cold, I am just speaking of my own experiences
with this Meditation, be open to your own experiences, and be aware of what is
happening to you, do not be concerned with feeling what I have written, do not
Expect - just do.
Once you begin to feel the energy building within your hands, visualize a ball of
vibrant golden energy, slowly begin to brighten and increase its size, allow the ball to
fill the space between your Hand-Chakra’s.
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Visualize the ball of your condensed energy getting brighter and brighter, to the point
where you almost cannot even “look” at it.
Now, as a way of further amplifying this Meditation, add the Five Elements to the
ball of your condensed energy. Begin with the Akasha, visualize yourself immersed in
the Akasha, begin to breathe the Akasha directly into the ball of your condensed
energy, [With the Elements, I would definitely suggest you do 1 to 2 breaths in the
beginning and work up from their, The Elements are incredibly Powerful, and
misusing them due to a lack of knowledge or simple ignorance will only cause your
own anguish.] As you “breathe” in the Akasha visualize the ball of energy growing
brighter, feel the ball becoming even stronger.
Then, begin with fire, Visualize yourself surrounded by intense flames and heat,
breathe the fire into the ball of your condensed energy, visualize the ball being
immolated with whit-hot fire, brighten the ball and again feel it growing stronger.
Then begin with Fire’s opposite, Water. Visualize yourself immersed in an ocean of
deep blue water, feel the pressure of the water, feel the movement of the water, then
breathe the water directly into the ball of your condensed energy, visualize the water
reacting with the fire inside the Ball, feel the Ball growing stronger.
Then continue with the secondary Elements. Begin with Earth, Visualize your self
surrounded by deep, dark-brown soil, fertile soil – life giving soil. Feel the utter
weight of “earth”, Breathe the “earth” directly into the ball of your condensed energy,
feel the “earth” percolating the Ball as if it were made of rock, visualize the “earth”
penetrate the Ball, Feel the Ball growing stronger.
And lastly, Air, Visualize, and feel yourself floating, nothing around you, just empty
space, feel the wind blow across your skin, feel weightlessness of being in the air, feel
the calm of the air, and slowly breathe the air into the Ball of your Condensed
Energy, Visualize the reaction between the Five Elements within the Ball, Visualize
the ball in it’s finality - Bright, Golden, Weightless and Powerful. [Also, I.t may help
in the beginning to affirm that the Element of choice is moving directly into the
condensed ball of your Energy]
Now, “move” the ball directly into your 3rd Eye, Do not physically move your hands
or your body at all, Will the Ball of energy towards your 3rd Eye, and Draw it directly
inside your 3rd Eye. It is important to understand the concept of willing energy to
move, do not rely on physical movement or even breathing to manipulate and move
energy, simply Will the energy to where it needs to be.
Once in your 3rd Eye, feel the Balls’ influence, feel this immense power inside your
3rd eye, and feel the Ball empowering your 3rd eye. Now move the Ball of your
condensed energy, directly into your Crown Chakra, again feel the immense power
inside you Crown Chakra, feel its Influence, Feel the Ball Empowering your Crown
Chakra. Now drop the Ball of your condensed energy directly into your 6th Chakra,
again feeling its influence on your 6th Chakra and feeling the Ball Empowering your
6th Chakra. Now you need to drop the ball into your Pineal Gland, Personally, I find
that the best way to visualize the pineal gland is with vibrant blue cross-hatchings,
the effects of my pineal gland as well as my ability to feel my pineal gland were
significantly increased after visualizing it this way.
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Drop the Ball of your condensed energy directly into your Pineal Gland, Visualize the
Ball of energy nearly engulfing your pineal Gland with it Vibrancy and Power, Hold
the visualization for a while, keep the ball of energy in you pineal gland, You should
start feeling an intense pressure\pain, but do not be discouraged if you do not feel
this. After you have held the visualization for as long as comfortable, allow you pineal
gland to absorb the Ball of your condensed energy, will it to happen, visualize it
happen, feel it happen ad affirm it to happen. Just visualize the ball being completely
absorbed by your Pineal Gland, and then visualize your pineal gland brightening and
growing.
Once you are finished just take a few deep breathes, Thank Father Satan and the
Mighty Gods of Duat and rest. Even if you do not immediately feel the results of this
Meditation, they will definitely come, just remember to be consistent and to practice
this meditation more than once. Consistency is the key in your understanding and
ability.
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- The Sun\Gold Chakra The Sun\Gold Chakra is the Chakra that is roughly 4cm above your head; it precedes
the Moon\Silver Chakra, these two Chakra’s were previously the 8th and 9th Chakra.
I use the Sun\Gold Chakra quite often when I have an excess of energy, or, I use it to
store gathered energy that will be later released, as shown in the article. This Chakra
has other uses, but I predominantly use it for the storage and the “Even Dispersion of
Excess Energy”
The Awakening and Empowering Meditation for this Chakra is basically the Twin
Serpent Meditation: http://www.666blacksun.com/Serpent_Meditation_II.html
Also, the best method of further empowering this Chakra is to simply sit outside in
the Sun and draw the energy into your Gold\Sun Chakra. Visualize the Chakra
growing Brighter and Brighter and Spin it at the Speed of light, it should appear as a
Sun above your head. From there I suggest that you program this Chakra to evenly
distribute the energy that you have just gathered from the Sun.
Also you could do what I do, Visualize a Black-Whole directly beneath your Gold\Sun
Chakra, Then Visualize your Gold/Sun Chakra Shining with an intense brightness,
like a mini Sun. Drop the energy into the Black-Whole. As soon as you have done this
visualize a Bolt of Golden Lightning from the Black-Whole hitting all of your
Chakras. If you get it right you will immediately feel it.
Eventually you should be able to see the lighting and will not need to visualize it, like
all things though, this takes practice.
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- The Meditation Enhancer's - As shown to me by the Mighty Gods -
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- Using the Meditation Enhancer’s The Enhancer's were shown to me by the Gods, The method with which to use them
is simple.
Begin by Visualizing the Swastika as a vibrant Gold structure in the middle of your
Chakra, then, connect the points of the Swastika with the corners of the Chakra.
Make sure that it is correctly aligned within your Chakra. Once you have done this
spin your Chakra - along with the Swastika contained in it.
This is an enhancer for all of your Chakra’s - the Main Middle Chakra’s, their front
and back extensions, as well as all the minor Chakra’s.
When doing this however, you will need to be able to see the Swastika within the
Chakra whilst you are visualizing it, if you are unsure what I mean, try the following:
Close your eyes and visualize any simple shape, a triangle or a square for instance, if
you are psychically open and you have been diligent in your meditations you should
begin to actually see the shape whilst you are visualizing it. [Remember that you are
not seeing with your ocular vision but with your Astral Vision, although you will –
again if you are diligent in your meditations – eventually be able to see with a mix of
both ocular and astral vision]
This Enhancer basically acts as a boost when working with the Chakra’s and it helps
to further activate and empower them. I suggest that you go through each of your
Chakra’s and visualize the Swastika within them. If you get this right the Swastika
will appear within your Chakra’s whenever you focus on them.
*Special Thank you to High Priest Lucius Dragonwolf for helping me
clarify the application of these images*
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- True Trinity:
Meditation Empowerment in Three’s Along with or Seven Middle Chakra’s, we have two sets of extension from these
Middle Chakra’s; the Front Extensions of the Main Chakra’s, and the Back extensions
of the Main Charka’s - which lie along the spine. Empowering these front and back
extension of the Seven Main Chakra’s is incredibly important, as each extension of
the Seven Main Chakra’s including the Middle Chakra’s control certain things within
our Souls and our Physical bodies.
The Front extensions of the Seven Middle Chakra’s control your emotions, this is
easy to see, for example when you feel sadness or you are about to cry you get a
“lump” in your throat (The Front Throat Chakra Extension) or when you feel
stressed\nervous you get that feeling of “knots” in your stomach (The Front Solar
Chakra Extension) Or even the pain you feel in your chest from a deep depression or
when you are suffering from a “broken heart” (The Front Heart Charka Extension)
The Middle Chakra controls the Flow of your energy, which is why the Upper
Chakra’s are pointed down to send energy to your Heart Chakra and your Lower
Charka are pointed up to send energy to your Heart Charka, which in-turn circulates
your energy. (This is why the Front and Back Extensions of theses Chakra’s are
pointed inwards)
The Back extensions of the Seven Middle Chakra’s controls your Actual Energy.
Which is why the Kundalini Serpent rises up the Spine and why the Sushumna is an
important Nadi (Energy Channel) within the soul - This is because your Bioelectricity is released and controlled by the Back Extensions of the Seven Middle
Chakra’s.
They each serve an important Spiritual and Physical function, which is why it is so
necessary to empower all three sets of the Main Chakra's.
In empowering the Front Extension of the Seven Main Chakra’s we gain more control
of our emotions, we begin to master our emotions, instead of being ruled by them. In
Empowering the Seven Middle Chakra’s we increase and correct the flow of our
energy, allowing us to become more powerful as a whole, as well as making it easier
for us to direct energy to different areas of our bodies, souls etc. And lastly in
Empowering the Back Extensions of the Seven main Chakra’s we vastly increase our
energy, we gain a higher release of raw bio-electricity and of course create an easier
passage for our Kundalini Serpent as it rises up the Spine and through the Back
Extensions of the Main Chakra’s.
These three Sets of Chakra’s need to be empowered in unison, to keep balance within
the Soul. So do not put most of your effort on your Back Extension of the Main
Chakra’s and neglect the Front and Middle. The best thing to do would be to
empower all three sets in one meditation session. You can also however, split this
over three days i.e. one set of Chakra’s for each day. (before anything however, all
Chakra’s must be aligned correctly)
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The most powerful and effective method of empowering these three sets is to make
use of the ‘Twin Serpent Mediation’:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Serpent_Meditation_II.html and the ‘Single Serpent
Meditation’: http://www.666blacksun.com/Serpent_Meditation_One.html
Simply raise Three Sets of Serpents for each Meditation, One Set for the Back
Extensions, One Set for the Front Extensions and One Set for the Middle Extensions.
Start with the Middle Chakra’s, then the Front Extensions and then the Back
Extensions.
(Of course using the ‘EZ Chakra Spin’:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/EZ_Chakra_Spin.html and the
‘Ball of Light Mediation:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Ball_of_Light_Meditation.html is very effective as
well and should be used together with the Serpent Mediations)
When you practice meditation in Set’s of three – constantly – you will definitely
notice a marked and steady improvement on your overall Spiritual Progression and
Spiritual Power. You will not be so easily influenced by your emotion, you will find it
easier to circulate and move energy within yourself and you will certainly increase
your bio-electric field.
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- Dramatically Increasing Your Vibration:
& Going Past the Speed of Light Do this Mediation every day in conjunction with the Star of Astaroth/'Mer Ka Ba'
Meditation: http://www.666blacksun.com/Egyptian666.html If you are at the Stage
of Kundalini Awakening or Further, your Kundalini will assist you and the effects of
constantly practicing this mediation will be almost immediately apparent and very
powerful [Also, If you are at this stage it is important that you push yourself past the
speed of light – far past – start out at 4x the speed of light and work up in increments
there-of.]
Begin by moving you conciseness to the Four Pillars of the Soul. Shift into each and
will them to Spin\Vibrate at the Speed of light. Begin at the speed of light and move
up, Your Guardian Demon or your Kundalini Serpent itself will let you know when to
increase the speed.
When spinning\vibrating at the speed of light, all colour is lost, and what is left is a
White-Gold glow, If you have done this correctly it will be intensely bright, to the
point where you have to strain your Astral Vision to “see” clearly. The Higher you go,
the Whiter & Brighter it becomes. - Fathers Satans’ Energy is so intense that it lights
the very infinity of Astral itself.
“There is no place in the universe that knows not my presence”. – ‘Peace Be Unto
Him.’
Once the four pillars of the Soul are spinning\vibrating at the speed of light, shift you
consciousness out to your Light Body, and repeat the same process of
spinning\vibrating it at the speed of light. Again, the Light body will become a
White-Gold intense glow.
Now, doing as above for each, move your Conciseness out to Your Chakra's, then
Your Astral Body, then your Metal Body and Finally your Aura [Also do this for your
Soul Wings & Kundalini Wings].
When you are done Affirm to yourself:
“My Soul, My Light-Body, My Astral Body, All my Chakra’s, My Mental Body, My
Aura and My Wings are all Permanently Spinning\Vibrating at the Speed of light. I
am Permanently in the Fourth Dimension!”
[If you are –and you should be – doing this with the ‘Mer Ka Ba’ Meditation, also
shift your consciousness outwards even further, and begin to Will the Two Pyramids,
the “Soul Sun” and the ‘Mer Ka Ba’ disk to spin\vibrate and the speed of light. You
will feel this immediately, and when doing the Mer Ka Ba Meditation itself you will
most certainly feel its effects.]
Ask your Kundalini Serpent for Assistance in elevating your entire being to the Speed
of light. If you have it correct, you will have an instant and physical feeling of being
incredibly heavy. It is hard to explain, you will have trouble lifting you legs to walk,
even your arms. Everything will also feel like a dream for a couple of Hours after
dong this Mediation.
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Just a Warning, Your Astral Flame become very intense after doing this, most
especially when spinning at higher multiples of the speed of light and when your
Kundalini assist you. - In other words you will be like a beacon on the Astral to all the
enemies of Father Satan. Be sure to keep a strong Aura of Protection, and an
impenetrable shield of your condensed energy and Will to keep their influence away
from you. [Remember, although we are powerful ourselves at this level, they still
have the advantage of numbers, in the hundreds-of-thousands, nearly in the
millions]
After practicing this for about a Month, the effects will be nearly nonexistent. However, the mediations has served its purpose. You will notice that you
will experience both the Astral and the Physical at the same time. [Those with a
Risen Kundalini will understand clearly, for the rest. Don’t worry, just keep a strong
hold on your own sense of reality]
Also, your thoughts will manifest very quickly and intently on the Physical. It is at
this point where you really have to watch what you think and be cautious with your
emotions and thoughts. When we are at this vibration, our frequency is incredibly
high, especially to those around us; our Bio-electric filed easily over-powers theirs.
And of-course, Astral Vision and Communication begin to become as real as physical
vision and physical communication. And obviously doing this in-conjunction with
Four Dimensional 'Mer Ka Ba' Mediation, the effects will be dramatically increased –
also it is simply a necessity.
Just remember, you need to be consistent, otherwise you vibration will just slow
down, and you will have to start back from the beginning. At a certain point, your
Vibration cannot drop, but it takes at a little while.
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- Advanced Pineal Gland Empowerment:
Using External Male And Female Fluids This mediation is for those who have a strong grasp of the Magnum Opus
Meditations. If you are not yet efficient in circulating the “Male” and “Female” Elixir,
then continue to work on your Soul and return to this later. And this should go
without say, but in order for this to “work” completely you must at least be at the
Stage of an Awakened Kundalini, preferably your Kundalini must be at the 1st level of
Rising. – By HIS will of-course.
This needs to be done in multiples of two and upwards as you need to keep a balance
between the Male [+] energies of the Sun and Female [-] energies of the Moon. In the
beginning I suggest working with your “psychic-sensor” off. - That is waking up 1
hour earlier than normal and going to bed 1 hour later. During this one hour period
your “psychic-sensor” will be off without your effort.
However at this point you should have enough control over yourself in order to “flip
the switch” on your own.
To begin, create an astral cord between you and the sun, [during daytime] Make sure
that this cord is constructed of the Demonic-Blue energy, as it will regulate by Satans’
Will the amount of energy travelling to you. – [So you will not over absorb and hurt
yourself] Now, tie this cord directly into your Pineal Gland, do not get lost in the
details of the visualization just keep it simple.
[True Solar energy is in liquid form just as the true lunar energy. You have to see this,
only when you can see, can you truly visualize and tap into it.]
Begin to draw down the Golden liquid of the Sun, this is the male energy. – That is
male in the sense of Positively Charged. Draw a “small” amount of energy and bring
it into your Pineal Gland, Condense it and hold it in your pineal Gland for as long as
possible. - In the beginning it helps to use Breath to control and hold the energy, but
you should try your best to move past that.
Pull down 3 more “balls” of energy and do the same as above in order to make 4 total
“balls” of the condensed, male, golden liquid of the Sun. Remember to keep this in
multiples of two in order to keep balance.
Affirm to yourself: “My Pineal Gland is physically Growing, My Pineal Gland is
Permanently Active and My Pineal Gland is permanently & constantly producing the
‘Ambrosia’ ”.
Now wait until night, in clear view of the moon, repeat the same steps as above, when
tying the Cord to the Moon be sure to keep the cord of the Demonic-Blue Energy. The
moon is the female energy, again as in Negatively Charged. The energy is a silverliquid; again you must be able to see this in order to visualize it correctly and truly
tap into the energy.
Drawn down the same amount of the female energy of the moon as you did with the
male energy of the Sun, these must be in multiples of two. – be sure to keep these
energies balanced.
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[The Soul can be though of as a magnetic and to truly advance we must have perfect
balance in the poles of this magnet, granted that the Gentile Soul is tetra-polar, the
basic principle still applies. And as such, balanced must always be sought. Just the
same, one cannot advance Spiritually without advancing Physically, or One cannot
Advance Physically without advancing Mentally, all the spheres of our current
existence must be balanced and empowered together.]
The energies you bring down stimulate the Pineal Gland to an incredible degree,
obviously this has an immense effect on all astral activities, such as Astral Vision and
Communication. And going deeper, it brings you closer to Godhead. If you are
experienced enough and Guided by Father and your Kundalini Serpent, you can
begin to draw energy form other luminaries to inject you pineal gland with
universally different energies. - Just remember to keep balance.
As you get practice with this you can increase the amount of energy taken into and
condensed in your Pineal Gland. You will feel this instantly, it is very intense, this has
left me faint and on the verge of passing-out a few times. - All in a positive way
though, it is highly pleasurable; it is like a really pleasurable yet intense “pressure”
within your head, it can get a quite addictive.
-Enjoy!
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Chapter 3 :- Satanic Sermons:
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- The Road To The Truth He exists! He is Visible! He is the Light! He is the Darkness! He Is Un-dismissible!
He is the Truth! He is our creator Father Satan!
Many spend their lives searching for the truth, yet most will fail and never find it.
This is due to the fact that to find the truth one requires dedication, an open mind,
strength and above all else on needs Father Satan’s Divine Light!
Without this one will simply be devoured by the darkness! But this darkness is by no
means natural, it is the opposite, it is every strand of suffering in the universe
collected into a big Cube, led by the grey’s, the reptilian’s and the enemy Nordic’s!
These entities and their lackeys which reside on earth these parasites witch have
infected earth are the kike filth, the xian bitches, and the Muslim dirt! These
parasites have taken control of this planet they have stolen it from Father Satan! Enki
– The Lord Of The Earth! They have stolen, pillaged, destroyed, and sapped as much
life as they can from this Planet. This Planet belongs to Father Satan! And us the
Dedicated, who are the Sons and Daughter of Father Satan! We are the current
inhabitants of this once marvelous Planet, and it is or Duty! Our mission! It is our
ultimate Goal! To destroy these parasitic fucks! And bring the planet back to the
marvelous sight it once was! Under its rightful Ruler and Owner, Father Satan! EnkiThe True Lord of The Earth!
Under the Direction of Father Satan, and the Gods of Duat, we can gain True Power,
we can gain True Freedom, What we gain is the Absolute Truth!
It is embedded in the soul of every Gentile! This search for the truth, this quest to
answer the questions which cannot be answered. But this quest that we Gentiles
embark on is not a search for truth it is a search for Father Satan! Only those
deserving of Father Satan’s Embrace will find HIM. For there are many gentiles - in
my opinion, who do not deserve a split second of Father Satan’s time! They deserve
death! For they have blasphemed Father Satan! They have desecrated HIS symbols,
and they have aided in the killing of HIS people. And what is most “damming” is that
they work for HIS enemies the kike filth that plagues this earth! And these parasites
serve their truly parasitic masters the grey's the reptilians.
The beings with no emotions, the beings incapable of “Feeling” anything. All they
desire is the enslavement and death of the Gentiles, and every last bit of energy they
can drain from us!
Yes it is these true renditions of parasites that the kike's serve, and certain gentiles –
those xian bitches are working for them, most not knowing the fate that they are
sealing for Humans and this Earth! It is these gentiles whom in my opinion should
not be allowed the truth! They do not deserve a nano-second of Father Satan’s time.
They deserve the very same fate that they try to deliver to us! They should be the
ones who are burned in public! They should be the ones who are horrifically tortured
in the very same way they tortured “Us” in the inquisition! As do all the other
enemies of Father Satan!
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How many times have you – My Brothers and Sisters in Father Satan, been harassed
and plagued by these parasites? By these enemies of Father Satan? All the time!
Since the second you are brought into this world you have been under constant
attack! Baptized, circumcised, exorcise, lied to, and prayed for. Hurt. Suppressed,
made to conform! These are things they do to us All!
But you, My Brothers and Sisters in Father Satan, you did not let theses bloodsuckers drain you of “Who” you are! You fought against them! You spat in their Face!
You broke Free! You took the shackles that the kike filth bound you with and you tore
them off! You broke away; you traveled your own inner “road” and found the truth!
Father Satan!
You have most probably faced many hardships, and you will no doubt face many
more, but you have received much more happiness from Father Satan then you could
ever imagine! Father Satan has blessed me with many, many gifts! He has rewarded
me beyond my wildest dreams!
It is to HIM that I am eternally grateful! It is to HIM who I am eternally thankful! It
is to HIM that I will Battle for! It is HIM who I will honestly die in combat for! It is to
HIM – Father Satan, that I am eternally loyal!
Hard-Work, Dedication, Hardships, Blessings, Gifts, Power and Pain. Battles,
Deaths, Gains and Losses. Life, Satanic love, Sacrifice, and Gifts. Lies, Tragedy and
Joy! – All of this we will face and experience, But Father Satan would never put you
through something we cannot handle. Remember my Satanic Brothers and Sisters,
Father Satan will Never Abandon You! Trust in Father Satan, and trust the Gods of
Duat!
All of us – The Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan, All of us will grow, and advance,
at our own rates. For some will advance quicker than others, but just remember No
Body Starts at the Top. Do not let the quick advancement of others around you
dampen your spirit; do not let it deter you from Empowering your soul! Because it is
that doubt that the enemies of Father Satan feed on!
Do not succumb to the enemy! Try your Hardest and never give-up! Advance at your
own rate, but push yourself to do better, everyone should push themselves [not
overly push themselves obviously, but push within reason] when you hit your limit,
acknowledge it, and Break through it! Do not stall! Do not stop! Keep moving! Keep
Growing! Keep advancing! And Keep Fighting for Father Satan! For you will be
rewarded!
As I have said before my Brothers and Sisters in Father Satan, We are fighting in a
war against HIS enemies. This is real! And this is happening whether you are ready
or not! So I say this to all of you, Stand Your Ground! Bury Your Heels deep in the
soil! Let none of HIS enemies Pass! Unleash your Rage, and Release your Coiled
Dragon Within! Let the blood of the kike’s and all of HIS enemies flow!! Take the
shackles of our suppression and wrap them around the throat of all Father Satan’s
enemies! Let none who stand against Father Satan live! Get vengeance for what has
been done to our Gods! Let none forget the Torture and Suffering our Gods have
gone through! And let no one forget the Persecution of us Gentiles! Destroy the kike
filth! Let no enemy of Father Satan Live! Spare no mercy for HIS enemies. And give
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no pity to HIS enemies either! For they do not deserve it! Nor would they give it to
you!
It is time for us all, the Dedicated warriors of Father Satan, to stand and be counted!
To Stand and fight! It is time My Brothers and Sisters, to fight with merciless
tenacity! It is our time to Win! Our time to reclaim this Planet from those parasites,
and return it to the paradise it once was! In the name of Father Satan! Enki – The
Lord of the Earth!
Our Time Has Come! Our Fight is Here!
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- Severing the Link:
Regaining Control of your Thoughts and Emotions A long while back, during a Spiritual Transformation I experienced from the
Awakening of my Kundalini Serpent, I was able to see an enemy instrument,
something the enemy has been trying to hide from us Gentiles for a long time.
It is a “Link”, it is a thin tube-like object, Its color is green; it originates form the
“jehova” – the main enemy godform. The Link passes through the 3rd Eye and
connects directly to your 6th Chakra.
Before seeing this, when-ever I was going through emotional and mental psychic
attack [i.e. the enemy making me feel depressed, overly aggravated, doubtful, etc.] I
would always feel a sort-of “fuzz” in front of my forehead, I did not know exactly
what it was at the time but I definitely knew it was bad. After the Transformation
occurred I was able to see exactly what it was. This “fuzz” I was feeling, is the enemy
Link.
It is with this Link that the enemy is able to so easily influence our Thoughts, draw
out our energy for their own use - and most especially, make a select few of us, see
things that are not actually there, in order to cause insanity. [There telepathy is
incredibly strong, because they operate in a hive mind under the direction of slightly
“higher-up” grey's.]
It is absolutely *imperative* that you break this Link! The method for breaking it is
as follows:
Place your hand over the tube, put a very bright and vibrant layer of
Demonic\Satanic Blue energy around your hand, and literally snap the tube. – Both
in the physical and astral. As you do this, use Fire to incinerate the tube all the way to
its source. [After doing this, I opened eyes and I saw the debris of the tube falling to
the ground]
If you get it right and you manage to properly break the Link, you will feel extreme
relief, I remember feeling the same relief I felt after my initial Dedication to Father
Satan. Once you have broken this Link, the enemy will continually try and re-attach
it. It is up to you to constantly be aware of what you are thinking and feeling, if the
Link is being re attached your thoughts and emotions will be suddenly negative, for
no apparent reason.
You are now aware of the Link itself, and you should have no problem “feeling” when
the Link is being re-attached, once they attempt to re-attach it [ They will try over
and over again, the more bio-electricity you have the more they will keep coming
back.] You can simply snap the Link again using the Demonic\Satanic energy and
Fire.
I cannot stress the importance of doing this, you will experience far less intense
mental and emotional psychic attack, you will not have as many “off” thoughts, and
most importantly the enemy will not be able to so easily drain you of your energy.
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[Also your preliminary Chakra work, i.e. opening the Chakra's, will go a lot
smoother.]
There is also a secondary Link that connects from the Back extension of the 6th
Chakra into the Main\Middle 6th Chakra. This works in conjunction with the Main
enemy Link and must be broken in the same fashion as well. [Also severing these two
Links simultaneously makes it a lot harder for the enemy to re-attach them.]
There is however another Link. This Link serves to fully manipulate your emotions
and drain you of the entirety of you energy. This Link, like to former, originates form
the enemy godform, however it connects to your Heart Chakra and passes through
the Font Heart Charka extension and the Auxiliary Heart Chakra’s on the chest. – [It
has a red color].
This Link provides the enemy with a vast amount of energy. The more Gentiles who
sever this Link, the weaker the enemy will become. The method for breaking this
Link is the same as the last: Place your hand over the Tube, put a very bright and
vibrant layer of Demonic\Satanic Blue energy around your hand, and literally snap
the tube. – Both in physically and astral. As you do this, use Fire, to incinerate the
tube all the way to its source. [There is also a secondary Link that connects through
the Back extension of the Heart Chakra to the Main\Middle Heart Chakra]
[Some links are located at even the Feet Chakra’s, so be sure to thoroughly check all
your Chakra’s for links.]
It is important that I add – You can break this Link for others. - A loved one; family
members, even friends. I definitely suggest you sever the Link to their 6th Chakra
and the Link to their Heart Chakra. The more people, the better - every Link severed
weakens our enemy further. Also, it will be much harder for the enemy to continually
re-attach the Links due to the large amount of broken Links.
* I strongly encourage you to post your experiences with regards to breaking these
Links in the Hells Army e-group: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HellsArmy666/ *
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- Fighting the Enemy:
Dealing with the Different Attacks & Tactics Here are some basic methods for fighting the grey's and reptilians; these can be done
by most. This is very important for all Spiritual Satanists, as knowledge of our
enemies’ tactics is invaluable in defeating them.
** This is not prevalent and these attacks are not a direct result of Dedicating to or
Almighty Father Satan. These attacks are just mind games the enemies’ plays in
order to scare us away from our Father. It is the last ditch effort by our enemies to
“Rule through Fear”.
[Most will not even experience the majority of these attacks. Only a select few will.
The Marked Souls and the truly advanced bear the brunt of these attacks, this is
purely to educate and spread awareness of the tactics the enemy uses against us.]
Father Satan and the Mighty Gods\Demons always protect us from these attacks,
when we become more powerful and our progression increased the Gods show us
and teach us how to Deal with these attacks on our own.
Below is simply what I have experienced, and how I have been taught to combat
these enemy attacks. **
1) Nightmare Attacks:
You will experience this mostly in the beginning, You will awake in the middle of the
night, your body will be “paralyzed” you cannot move, you cannot speak, and you
have an intense feeling of fear - an extreme fear - however the fear does not come
from a problem or something in your life, it is as if the fear is from absolutely
nowhere. You will hear loud noises and you may even see disturbing\strange things.
This is the most common form of psychic attack by the grey's. They will use this
method as much as possible; this is because the grey's are trying to deter you from
this path. It is just a simple enemy tactic. You must overcome this. Right in the
beginning the only thing you can really do to fight this is to call upon Father Satan
and your Guardian Demon\s to help you.
Basically the best way of dealing with this is simple awareness. The first time this
happened to me was the night After I had Dedicated myself to Father Satan, And I
did not know what was happening at all; because I did not know what it was, I was
unable to stop\combat it. However, once I learned what was happening, and what
the cause of these attacks were it became easier and easier to fight back.
“Awareness is half the battle.”
Once you start to meditate, advance and become more aware, you will feel when
these nightmare attacks are going to happen before they actually do; this will give
you time to prepare. The best preparation is to clean your Aura:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html and Build you
Aura of Protection: http://www.666blacksun.com/Protection.html*
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*I cannot begin to tell you how truly important it is to constantly build your Aura of
protection. From the moment you dedicate you should be doing this daily – A lot of
pain and hardship can be avoided by simply building a strong Aura of Protection.*
2) Understanding and Breaking the Nighttime “Paralysis”:
This paralysis is something that always accompanies the nightmare attacks and a few
other enemy attacks, again this will happen very often when you are newly
Dedicated. Once you begin to meditate constantly, you will find it easy to break the
paralysis, and eventually the grey's will not even be able to paralyze you at all. You
need to Meditate and continually build a strong Aura of Protection to fight against
this.
In order to initially break this, you must not think physically, in other words, *Do
Not* panic and frantically try and move your arms or legs etc. You must remain as
calm and clear headed as possible, you need to begin to move with though. In other
words, you must *think* and *visualize* you limbs or fingers moving, once you have
moved something with thought and visualization the paralysis will be broken and you
will be able to move physically again. Awareness of what is happening and Trust in
Father Satan and the Gods will ensure your success against these initial enemy
attacks.
3) Enemy thoughtform’s and elementals:
These are very easy to deal with, but if you are unaware of them they can cause you
grief, most especially when you are newly Dedicated.
*The first type that you will experience will be seeing a shadow out the corner of your
eye move really fast, or something similar, these are enemy Elemental’s, they
generally exist to spy on Dedicated Spiritual Satanists and to help keep the masses
blind.
The best way to get rid of them in the Beginning is to do Constant Banishing Rituals,
and to continually cleanse your room and House with the Blue Demonic\Satanic
Energy. Or if you can, simply use fire.
When you are slightly more advance and psychically open, you will experience them
in a different way, you will most likely see an eyeball or many eyeballs constantly
staring at you, you can see them watching you and you can feel them watching you.
The same method of combating them in the above still applies but there is a quicker
way to deal with them. Just focus on one, shut the eye, face it away from you and
destroy it, either by burning it with fire or “exploding” it with fire.
*The second type you will experience is a basic enemy thoughtform, they just stick
you your Aura, you can feel them and see them - parasitically leeching off you. The
method for dealing with these is to simply clean your Aura, this gets rid of them. Also
I suggest that when you are new, to cleanse your Aura under running water - The
running water aides in cleansing your Aura.
Of course a quicker way of getting rid of these “leeches” is a method I use constantly
with all forms of psychic attack – this however is not for everyone – Just *feel* and
*see* and immense inferno building within you, it gets brighter and hotter, to the
point where you can no longer look at this inferno, you have to feel the Fire trying it’s
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best to escape, you have to build it to where you feel as if you will burst from the
immense pressure. Then with an exhale violently release the Inferno, this mass of
Fire will burn and drive away any thoughtform, elemental, grey or reptilian. It is
highly effective and highly dangerous, only those experienced with elementalism
should attempt this. If you are not experienced enough for this you will cause
yourself sever physical damage.
4) General Depression, Anxiety and Over-Aggression:
This is caused by either the enemy or the Planets. In most cases it is both, this is due
to the fact that the enemy will use the Planets against you whenever possible.
To combat this simply clean your Aura every day, preferably three\four times a day,
and constantly build your Aura of protection, also three or four times a day. Treat the
cause, not the symptoms.
Regularly check your Astrological chart and be aware of any negative planetary
alignments. Prepare for them and know that the enemy will use them to their
advantage.
[Again, constantly be aware.]
And of course ‘Severing the Link’ will make it far more difficult for the enemy, to
influence you on a mental and emotional level.
5) Seeing & Combating the Swarms of grey's Physical to Astral:
Once you have become psychically open and you have advanced to a certain point,
you will not experience nighttime attacks by grey's and low-level reptilian's, you
might get one or two but they are an extreme rarity, for three reasons: 1) You are
unaffected their attempts to inject you with fear\depression\anxiety 2) The grey's
paralysis is instantly breakable 3) you can immediately tell when you lay your head
down for rest if they are going to attempt an attack.
They will the move up to tactics: at this point you will actually see the grey's, they will
always be in a swarm, so you will see one, and when you attempt to combat it, three
or four more of them will suddenly appear.
If you can see them, fighting them becomes very easy; still the best way is to use the
“inner inferno” method I spoke of earlier. It is honestly effective against pretty much
all attacks and all enemies. What you can also do is suddenly grab one by the arm,
[This is all Astral] and either channel the Blue Demonic\Satanic Energy to destroy it,
or you can Channel Fire to destroy it, you can even absorb it.
The grey's are unable to quickly react to you on an individual level; this is due to the
fact that their individual mind conflicts with their Hive mind. This is a big weakness
of theirs and must be exploited at any opportunity to do so.
Like I said however, when you attack the one, many will appear. For this, again use
fire and cleanse the Area. *ALWAYS* build your Aura of protection daily, this is
honestly the only way to be protected when fighting, otherwise you will easily
succumb to their attacks.
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6) The Higher Level grey's:
These are more like reptilian's, but they hold the same characteristics as grey's, the
only different is the fact they are tall and almost white. These are real fuckers when it
comes to psychic attack.
[Initially After I had severed the link their ability to affect me dropped significantly.]
They do not come near you like the short grey's do; they will influence you from far
away. There are three of them that like to attack me, I see them quite often looking
down at me. The only way to fight them is to burn them, this is very hard due to the
fact that they are millions of light years away, with this it really comes down to your
Strength and your Authority. Only your Guardian Demon can help you do this, if you
do know or have learned how to do this, I cannot even express the incredible
satisfaction of seeing those fuck's being burned alive!
Again however, simply cleaning your Aura, Building your Aura of protection and
Cleansing the Area will get rid of their affect on you.
7) Reptilian Attack & the Paralysis of the Inter-Dimensional reptilian's:
These attacks are quite heavy, they follow a similar pattern to the nighttime attacks
by grey's, but they are far, far more powerful. When attacked by reptilian's, they will
attack in a group; I have noticed that it will always be the two types of reptilian's that
attack: the inter-dimensional and the normal reptilian's.
The first way of identifying this attack is the sheer strength of the paralysis put upon
you, it is almost overwhelming how powerful it is [Again though, when you reach a
certain point it becomes easily breakable and no longer affects you] Another way of
almost immediately identifying a reptilian attack is the sound that they make, It is a
wispy throat hiss, it is unmistakable and it is a sound that once you hear it, you will
never forget it.
When I first experienced this, that sound sent a shiver down my spine. When I fought
hard enough to actually open my eyelids I saw four of them, two were the interdimensional reptilian's, they have a sort-of energy silhouette and where they stand
there is like a “disturbance” but they have no appearance really.
I had no idea what was happening or what was going on. Then suddenly I felt my
body physically being lifted off the bed, I yelled for Malphas-sama to help me, over
and over in my head, until suddenly I saw a Bright Flash of Electric blue, and
everything was gone, I jumped up from my bed, Malphas-sama honestly saved my
ass that night.
Now however, to combat it is the same as the other attacks; either use Fire of the
Blue Demonic\Satanic Energy. My Kundalini showed me how to really fight them.
[Like I have said over and over Awareness is half the battle. Experience is the best
teacher when it comes to things like this.]
8) The Enemy Nordic's:
I have experienced much with enemy Nordic's, but as a general rule of thumb the
enemy Nordic's will not actually perform nighttime attacks. Astrally, yes fighting
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them does happen, but on the physical plane, they prefer to use sly bullshit tactics on
you.
What the enemy Nordic's will do is appear to you as a God, they will not say they are
Gods and they will not say that they are of Father Satan; they will let you assume
that. They will never impersonate our Gods because they fear the consequences of
doing so, but they will let you assume that they are a Specific God.
They gain your trust by constantly talking to you and appearing too you, they even go
so far as to give you advice with meditation and spiritual advancement [Although this
is basic advice and simply reading any one of High Priestess Maxine Dietrich’s
Sermons would help you more!]
Once they have your trust they will continue to play nice until one day, out if nowhere
they out you in a position that you feel you cannot escape from, they will do anything
they can to make you Betray Father Satan, Betray the Gods, Betray a Loved One,
even betray yourself. Their main goal is either to make you a traitor, or make you kill
yourself from the Guilt of your Actions.
THIS DOES HAPPEN and the only way to combat this is to **NEVER ASSUME
ANYTHING** Assumption is the mother of all fuck-ups and it will only lead to your
End.
If a being appears to you, even if they are completely nice, and they assist you with
Meditations and Advancement, always question them. Ask for their name; if they do
not give you a name or they try and avoided the Question or something like that
KNOW that they are the enemy.
Even if you do not suspect that being, just to be sure, simply say the following aloud a
few times: “If you are not truly of Father Satan, then I banish you in His Name! I
banish you in the Name of the Almighty God Satan! – Our Almighty Father! Hail
Father Satan and Hail all the Mighty Gods of Duat!”
You do not want to learn this lesson the hard-way; it is something the enemy will
truly fuck you with. Just always be Aware, always be Cautious and always be
Prepared. There many more methods the enemy uses and there are many more
methods of combating them, these are a few, in order to help prepare and inform you
of what it is that we face.
Father Satan and the Gods will always guide and protect you, but learning how to
fight on your own when you can is imperative. You Guardian Demon\s will teach you
how to fight in a manner that best suits your abilities and yourself in general.
The hunger for Knowledge is what sets apart those who will survive and those who
will not!!
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- “kosher” - The jews’ disgusting methods of Animal slaughter -

http://www.youtube.com/verify_age?next_url=http%3A//www.youtube.com/watch
%3Fv%3DFvlTECbPagI%26feature%3Dplayer_embedded
Click the above link to watch this horrendous video on how the filthy
jew-parasites desecrate and abuse Animals.
"Animals being ritually slaughtered in the United States are shackled around
a rear leg, hoisted into the air, and then hang, fully conscious, upside
down on the conveyor belt for between two and five minutes-and occasionally
much longer if something goes wrong on the killing line before the
slaughterer makes his cut. "
"It is difficult for us to imagine what these poor animals must suffer. The
cows are exhausted and terrified to begin with. "
"The animal upside down with ruptured joints and often a broken leg, twists
frantically in pain and terror"
"You see, for meat to be passed as kosher by Orthodox Rabbis, it is not
enough for the animal merely to have been conscious when killed and to have
its throat slit in the required way. A kosher Jew is also forbidden to
consume the blood of an animal, so the veins and arteries must be cut out of
kosher meat. In many parts of a cow, however, removing the blood vessels is
very costly, and so the meat packers have resolved this difficulty by
removing the blood vessels only from those parts of the animal from which
they can be cut out inexpensively. Thus, even though the whole animal was
killed kosher, only these parts are then sold as kosher meat. In other
words, there's a lot of meat left over. This means that a great deal of the
meat in our supermarkets and restaurants, while not labeled kosher, is in
fact from animals hoisted and slaughtered according to kosher regulations.”
One authority states:
"It has been estimated that over 90% of the animals slaughtered in New
Jersey - whose slaughterhouses supply New York City as well as their own
state - are slaughtered by the ritual method."
This is how the kikes treat animals, and we all know how they treat us Gentiles.
jewish ritual murder, along with the rape and blood sacrifice of Gentile Children is
common law among the jews.
There are so many pathetic people who suck-up to the kikes, and continuously harpon saying "why is the JoS against jews?" or "why are you being anti-semitic? What
have the jews done to you?" etc. Just look! Open your eyes!! The kikes and their
reptilian Masters have completely desecrated our beliefs, they have bound and
tortured our Gods, they rape and kill our children and they continually harass and
censor us! The jews and there ilk are sick! Twisted! And Vile! Anybody who gives
those disgusting kike's sympathy is my SWORN enemy! And you will be destroyed!!
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Father Satan and the Gods will not let these disgusting acts continue! And it is our
responsibility as Spiritual Satanists, and as Dedicated Warriors of Father Satan and
the Mighty Gods to put an end to this! All Spiritual Satanists must be participating in
some form of Spiritual and On-line warfare! Do not be lazy! We must fight to put an
end to these kike atrocities!
Here are two articles of severely disgusting jewish atrocities - all done in the name of
“god”!
http://www.ety.com/HRP/jewishstudies/snuffporn.htm
http://buchanan.org/blog/kill-enemy-children-jewish-edict-2923

Wake-up Gentiles!
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- This Path We Walk:
We Are All Connected Most - if not all - of us come from a background of Spiritual Suppression, We have at
some point or another been force fed the lies of the kike run “religions”. However we
had the strength to break free from the utter mental, spiritual and physical curse of
xianity. That strength is given to us by Father Satan and the Gods, regardless of
whether we know of their presence or existence.
All of us come to Father Satan by His will and His will alone. Nobody will find this
path if they are not meant too. Whether it is our First or Hundredth life with Father
Satan, we are all guided by His Will.
When we first break the shackles of our oppression we are left very vulnerable to the
advances of our many enemies. - Those on the physical and the Astral. Whether it is
an attack of jewish propaganda plastered over our World or a grey manipulating you
through instinctual fear. We are like newborn children, our eyes have just opened,
and boy does the sunshine hurt our eyes.
We look in all directions trying to find some grain of truth, only to be let down, only
to find more lies and corruption – However, through our Almighty Father Satans
guidance we are pushed towards the truth. We cannot stop until we find it and when
we do, there is no greater feeling of purpose, happiness and joy.
When I first found the Truth, when I found the Joy of Satan, I could not imagine how
I possibly lived my life before. I was ashamed, embarrassed even of how I had lived a
meaningless and empty life; no purpose, no goals. I barely remember my old life - I
do not wish to, it is nothing but a cloudy grey haze I cannot forget soon enough.
But finding the Truth is not enough for us, we are driven, instinctually and spiritually
to pursue our new-found (in this lifetime at least) path. And so we take the next step,
We Dedicate ourselves to Father Satan. Through this, we gain more than we could
possibly Imagine, more Doors open than we can count, more paths than we are
capable of walking are revealed and most importantly, the Truth that we have been
searching for stands right in front of us.
Nothing can compare to the Feeling of being a Dedicated Spiritual Satanist; relief,
love, happiness, passion, safety, caring, all of these and more we experience in mere
moments of Dedication. For once in our lives we do not feel alone, for once in our
lives we feel loved - we feel comfort.
But now that we have been reunited with our true Creator - our Almighty Father
Satan - the enemy targets us and this is when the real psychic attack starts. This is
when they try and inject you with feeling of doubt, inadequacy and anything else they
possibly can to deter you from this Path.
Perseverance is all that needs be done, the enemy is weak, and they are getting
weaker by the Day. And if you add Daily Power Meditations and a continuous effort
to build your Aura of protection, the enemy will have no hold on you whatsoever.
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As we go deeper into Power Meditation and deeper into our Studies, we find more
Truth than we could ever wish for. If we are Truly Dedicated our Guardian Demon\s
make themselves known to us; this can be through a Ouija Board, Pendulum, Scrying
or whichever method used is not important, knowing your Guardian Demon\s and
receiving His or Her direct Guidance is something that is indescribable.
This is when you truly start to see the world through a Satanic Perspective. When you
are Directly Guided by His will, there is nothing you cannot accomplish. Because
Father Satan cares for us Gentiles, the Truly Dedicated, we are his Creation his
Children, He protects us from the parasitic jews that do everything within their
power to manipulate us, drain us and destroy us.
Our eyes open wider each Day under our Father, we learn more and live more in
month than many will live and learn in an entire lifetime. We are granted Happiness
in His Eternal kingdom - and there is no greater comfort, no greater feeling than
that! Our many enemies try and take this away from us by any means but *so long*
as we stay True to Father Satan and the Gods they will never succeed.
And before we know it, we have built ourselves up to the point where we begin to
Hear our Guardian Demon\s. We begin to feel deeply what is required of us, we feel
the energies of Hell and we feel it\s push and pull. We begin to feel our Brothers and
Sisters, because in truth, we are all connected.
We are all connected by our Father, by our Blood and by our Souls. We the Truly
Dedicated Gentiles share something that no other has. This is why we do not even
need an image or a name to send healing energy to a Brother or Sister that is being
targeted by the enemy. This is why we all go through Highs and Lows of energy
together, this is why when each of us as an Individual Advances we all as a Group
Advance.
It is at this time when you truly feel the presence of Father Satan and the Gods, you
interact with them, you are guided by them. - If you are open enough you can even
see them. Nothing is more important than this. But it takes time, I’m talking years,
however little or many, that truly depends on you.
Consistency with power Meditation is a very important factor, too many times I have
seen a Brother and Sister give up simply because they felt they “failed” at their very
first attempt at Meditation. For centuries it has been the main jewish focus that all
Spiritual knowledge be removed from the Gentile people, as a whole. And as a
consequence we are stripped of the Spiritual power we once held. So do not be so
quick to give up, it takes many consistent attempts to meditate effectively. You do not
go into a Martial Art, like Mauy-Thai and expect to be a Champion Fighter in Four
Days? No, it takes many attempts, many failures, many successes etc. It is all about
Growth. - Spiritual Growth.
So whether you are newly Dedicated or have been Dedicated for many years; just
stop for a while, look back on how much you have changed as a Person, look at how
much you have achieved, even it such a short time as a year – Just remember to
thank Father Satan and all the Mighty Gods of Duat, because without them there
would be nothing!
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- A Quick Touch on the Subject of Race A question was recently posted on the Teens for Satan e-group
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Teens4Satan/ asking about hatred of other races
and how we view other races.
Firstly while on the subject of race, the jews should not even be classified as a race,
they are a different parasitic species that has Destroyed our Past and replaced it with
their lies and corruption: http://www.666blacksun.com/Conspiracy!!.html The kikes
have done everything in their power to enslave us. And one very successful method
they use is race-mixing, which allows them to sit back and watch, as the genetic,
cultural and ancestral aspect of every race is destroyed.
There is no hatred of the different Races in Spiritual Satanism. We are separatist, not
segregationist. In other words we believe that each race must be in charge of its own
i.e. those of the White Race must be in control of the White Race those of the black
race must be in control of the Black race, etc.
Each Race must take care of itself and grow itself. We may be close friends with
members of another race and yes, in Father Satan they are Brothers\Sisters.
However, interracial relationships and interracial sex only leads to the genetic
deterioration of the various races, loss of cultural identity, loss of ancestral identity
and so forth. - Not to mention the negative genetic implications. For instance: skin
problems and high anxiety from identity conflict, irregularities in organ function,
abnormalities in behavior, high levels of aggression etc.
The Gods have told me the following on this subject “An Individuals Worth should be
determined by the actions of that particular Individual and just the same, a Races’
worth should be determined by the Actions of that particular Race.”
~ more to come ~
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- The Reasons for Beginning Struggles with Meditation & Magick There is a period for newly Dedicated Spiritual Satanists, where it feels as if there is a
constant struggle with Meditation and Magick. The effects of meditations are not felt
and visualization seems nearly impossible.
There is a very simple reason for this, and most figure this out for themselves after
they have persisted through the rough patch and stuck with their Meditations long
enough to actually feel their effects. However, there are many who simply give up
because of the initial struggle.
Firstly, struggle is a constant and a necessity, there is no such thing as “something for
nothing”. In order to gain we must give, it is that simple. In order to gain the positive
effects of Meditations we must give our time, effort and dedication in doing the
Meditations and applying them every day. – In other words, constantly!
Consistency IS the key to Meditation; it is the only barrier between failure and
success with regards to both Meditation and Magic. We are our own worst enemies
when it comes to initial Mediations.
Do not get that statement wrong, I am not referring to a “bad attitude” or a lack of
self confidence. – Granted, these play a major part in failure. However these are just
bi-products of the main, inner-reason behind the initial Struggles with Meditation
and Magick.
This main, inner-reason is the Higher Mind and the Physical Body. Both our Higher
Mind and our Physical Body work against us during the initial stages of Dedication,
to understand this, you have to understand what actually happens when we Meditate
and perform Magick or even Rituals.
When we are new to Spiritual Satanism, we either come from a suppressive religious
background or an atheistic background - [some come from backgrounds of magick,
but that is very rare, and also, the types of magical paths that are accepted by society
are simply xian off-shoots with hocus-pocus bullshit added to them]
With these suppressive backgrounds and the relentless enemy influence over the
many years and generations of Gentiles, True Meditation and True Magick are
completely cut-off from us. Our Higher mind becomes nearly dormant and our
physical body accepts the norm [the norm being, complete numbness to energy and
also, complete blindness to the Astral] – This is exactly what our enemies’ want and
have wanted from the start.
Now, after the Dedication, we get a jolt of the Astral, and we feel our Almighty Father
Satans’ presence. We also feel the relief of the weight of xianity being lifted from us.
It is at this point our Higher Mind is stirred form it’s slumber and our Physical body
gets its first real interaction with our Fathers’ energy. – And energy in general.
Then, we move onto the Opening of the Soul and the opening of our Chakra’s. It is at
this point where many give up or stagnate, because as I mentioned earlier, they
struggle with the Meditations, Visualization and, feeling the effects of Meditations.
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But it is only natural that this will happen. Think of it in this way, when the body
encounters a foreign substance, [good or bad] the body shuts-off and attacks it.Destroying any potential threat that it can.
Keeping this in mind, Meditation and Magick are completely foreign to the Physical
body, so the Physical body reacts to this “new” thing it is experiencing. Firstly by
shutting off. - Which is why the effects of initial Meditations are not felt, most of the
time or even at all. The Body then tries to stop you from continuing in the fear that
this might be harmful by making things difficult.
For instance you get a stuffy nose or a tight chest when Meditating, or you cannot
relax when trying to get into a trance, no matter how hard you try. Small things like
that either distract or dissuaded you from Meditating in the Beginning.
[It is as if the Body has sent the immune system after Meditation in General]
Then we have the Higher Mind which has laid Dormant for many years, due to
militant suppression of anything Spiritual or Magical. - And specifically anything that
leads the way to Father Satan.
So just like the Physical Body, the Higher Mind shuts off and tries to protect us from
the foreign experience.
The ONLY way to combat this is to be consistent with Meditation and Magick. Simply
sitting for 30 Minutes every day and doing; one Chakra Opening exercise, the
Foundation Meditation and a set of breathing exercises. By applying Meditation and
Magick over a constant period, the Physical Body starts to feel the positive effects of
the Meditations and begins to embrace Meditation and Magick.
The Physical Body just needs time to adapt, remember the kikes have worked for
centuries to completely strip us Gentiles of any Occult Power or Knowledge. – So,
naturally, the Body will need time to adapt to such new and powerful experiences.
Similarly, the Higher Mind begins to activate, and starts to recover from its atrophy.
Again, consistency and daily application of Meditation and Magick both stimulates
and empowers the Higher Mind.
This is why it is fundamental to understand that this Path takes Time, far too many
Gentiles whom come to Father Satan and Spiritual Satanism expect “Godlike” results
within the period of a week or a Month. True Power of any kind comes only with time
and Wisdom. - Wisdom can only be gained through the constant Application of
knowledge; and knowledge can only be gained through the constant application of
oneself in learning all there is to learn.
Secondary to this, there is the issue of a lack of self-confidence and a lack of pride in
what we do. - Which of course the enemy has worked to instill in us all. Selfconfidence is a major part of Meditation and Magick; you have to know and feel
beyond a shadow of a doubt that what you have just done - be it a meditation or a
ritual - is, will, and has worked completely!
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No matter what you feel, no matter whether you didn’t visualize as good as you
wanted to, no matter whether you didn’t feel the effects as much as the last time you
did that specific meditation or magical working, it does not matter. Why? Because
you *DID* the Meditation, you *DID* the magical working. What reason do you have
to doubt your success?
Sometimes we only feel the effects of a specific meditation hours, even days after the
actual Meditation. Sometime Our Planets are aligned in a negative way and cause us
to feel less – astrally - and even make us feel that we have failed without even trying.
Sometimes you do not feel anything because you are passed that specific meditation
and you need to move up to new meditations. - And do not forget, sometimes the
enemy tries to manipulate our thinking and astral experiences to make us feel like we
have failed, or we are useless, when in-fact the meditation has worked perfectly, we
simply have nor felt it.
Again the only way passed this is to be consistent and dedicated when it comes to our
Meditations and Magical workings. There will come a point when your Astral flame
will burn so bright none of this will affect you; you will have complete and utter
confidence in yourself, your Meditations and your Magical workings. And the only
way to reach this point is? Yes, that is right, always be consistent.
This does not only apply to Meditation and Magick, this also applies to; Astral Vision,
Astral Communication, Trance, Visualization, Astral Projection and just about
anything in life.
Remember that anything new, will take time and practice to Master.
Now, after confronting the main inner-reason for our initial struggles, we also have
to understand and combat the outer-reasons. Remember, even after we find our
beloved Father Satan, we are still oppressed by not only society, but our own
families, our community and most of all, our many enemies.
They will all work in unison to deter us from our Father, whether through
intimidation or pathetic attempts at degradation. Simply build your Aura of
protection, keep your Aura and Chakra’s clean of negative energies and influences.
You are a Gentile, and a Son\Daughter of our Almighty and Beloved Father Satan,
You have HIS love and HIS Will on your Side. NEVER let anything persuade you
otherwise.
I am writing this to encourage patience with Meditation and Magick, and hopefully to
help all those who are newly Dedicated, to understand what is actually happening
and what they are going through.
I hope that this will help those who are newly Dedicated in applying themselves and
pushing themselves to ultimate success. Just remember that Father Satan and the
Gods are always with us and are always there to help us. If you feel you are Truly
Struggling, just connect with our beloved Father and ask for his Help.
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- My Almighty And Beloved Father Satan -
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Father Satan and the Mighty Gods have always been there for me, protecting me,
guiding me and teaching me. However, there was a time, during a very bad period of
psychic attack and bad planets that I came close to my end.
What the enemy did was simply, act silent. I was not getting attacked by them
whatsoever and they lulled me into a false sense of “immunity” to their attacks. When
I let my guard down, and dropped on my Aura of Protection and Mediations, they hit
me hard.
It build over about a month, and by the end I was honestly cracking up, I was not
meditating, eating or sleeping. I was a mess. And on the night of the hardest attack,
the night where I was thoroughly beaten into a hole, My Father, Satan, came to my
rescue.
I was lying in bed, trying my hardest to do at least one meditation, feeling like I had
completely let down Father and the Gods, feeling like a complete failure. When
suddenly, The entire room went silent and completely black. And in front of me,
there was this intense shining gold-light. From that light emerged Father Satan.
At first I could only see the silhouette of Father Satan, as He walked closer to me I
could then properly see his Face, it was amazing, He had long [almost platinum]
Blonde Hair, very strong and sharp features, but he looked Caring and Loving. [Very
similar to the second picture here, almost exactly:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satan.html]
Only whilst shrouded in the intense light could I see Fathers Wings, but as the Light
subsided and I saw Father Clearly he did not appear with his wings any more. Father
walked straight to me, He put his arm around me, He spoke something but I only
heard it much later, Father simply said “It is okay my Son”. At that moment, I just
started to cry, My Father, had come to save me, my Father had come to pick me up
and carry me out of the hole the enemy had put me in.
I felt . . . so many things all at once. As Father left and I just lay their surrounded by
his unimaginable energy and cried. I went through a wave of emotions, like a
rollercoaster. But everything, every facet of my existence just felt better.
Father had ridden me of the chains of the enemy, and I could finally lift my own
weight. The immensity of Father Satans energy that was all around me was just
unexplainable. Up until that point I has never actually seen Father Satan, and when
He appeared, to literally save me, It was like everything I had ever done, everything I
had ever fought for, all the shit I went through, everything was just right, everything
was worth it, everything was now going to be ok.
Ever since that Day, the enemy has never been able to affect me the way they could in
the past. I am so thankful to Father for that Day, it is a moment in my life that I will
never forget and that I will always hold closest to me. It has forever changed me for
the better, and I will do all I can to show my Gratitude to Father for that day.
Thank you Father Satan, for everything, You are my eternal Father and I will always
be your loyal son!

Hail Father Satan!!
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- My Experiences with Astaroth-sama:
Our Powerful Ruling God Power of Duat -
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Astaroth-sama appears to me with large and a very immense Aura, it is a soft blue
color, not soft in terms of strength, but soft in a sense of beauty.
Astaroth-sama’s energy is invigorating and comforting; it is truly beautiful in every
way. She has long Golden Hair; she is quite tall and was surrounded by a vibrant
white-gold.
I feel her most when I make the connection During the Invocation of the Four Ruling
God powers of Duat. And she is always there to guide me when I feel lost or I am
struggling.
Her voice is very powerful, Astaroth-sama is very caring, but she is very clear and
concise when she is directing me. She helps me so much and I am so thankful to Her
for everything.
Hail Astaroth-sama!
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- My Experiences with Azazel-sama:
Our Powerful Ruling God Power of Duat -
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Azazel-sama appears to me with an incredibly vibrant green Aura, identical to the
Color of the Heart Charka.
He is strict if you are not doing what is required of you, but he is very friendly and
understanding - especially if you are going through bad times like psychic attack or
bad planets.
Azazel-sama has helped me and guided me so much, I remember when I was going
through some really bad planets and the when things got to the point where I felt like
I was going to crack, Azazel-sama reassured me and made me feel that I was making
Father Satan, Him and the Gods Proud and that the Bad times will pass.
I am so thankful to Azazel-sama!
Hail Azazel-sama!
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- My Experiences with Malphas-sama:
A Mighty God of Duat -
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Malphas-sama appears to me with very dark hair, a goatee and Piercing green eyes.
His Aura is a pure Demonic Blue, it is enormous, the first time I caught a glimpse of
Malphas-sama’s Aura was when he saved me from an attack.
I yelled his name and *FLASH*, I saw the room fill with His Aura, it was immense,
within a split second it was all over. Malphas-sama is incredibly powerful.
( The first time I successfully invoked Him I felt like I had the Power to take on the
whole World and then some - the energy and physical strength He gave me was
incredible, and even that was not even a fraction of Malphas-sama power and
strength)
He has been with me for a long time, even before I dedicated. Malphas-sama was also
with me During the Awakening of my Kundalini.
I owe so much to Malphas-sama; I wish only to make Him, Father Satan and All the
Mighty Gods Proud.
Hail Malphas-sama!
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Chapter 4 :- The Kundalini Serpent:
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- Kundalini Awakening I realize that I am writing this out of order, as I have written first about the Initial
Rising of my Kundalini Serpent regardless this is important, especially for Spiritual
Satanists who are going through this or are about to go through this.
The awakening of my Kundalini was quite a violent and beautiful experience, nothing
actually rose up my Spine, not even energy, so when they Awakening happened, it
actually took a few weeks for me to realize what had happened to me.
** It is vitally important your Kundalini Serpent faces up, towards the “Heavens”.
Your Kundalini is naturally faced\pointed to the side. (For me, it was pointed to the
left) If you do not point your Kundalini Serpent up, your energy will pool beneath
your Spine and you will either internally overheat or burst into flames. When
Kundalini energy cannot flow freely up the spine and vent out through the Crown
Chakra, you are going to have serious problems.
The serpent is coiled Three times beneath the base of the Spine (The Tail Bone) when
facing the serpent up, try to “see” it, rather than just visualizing. My Kundalini
appeared to me as a Golden Cobra, Immolated in Golden Flames, Golden Eyes and
with Large Wings. **
~The Awakening of my Kundalini Serpent took place 3 months before the Initial
Rising~
The first day it started, I felt strange the entire day, I was incredibly agitated. I was
very nauseas and generally disoriented. It was incessant, these feelings would not
leave. I was continually slurring my speech and I would suddenly forget what was
happening in the moment. It was as if I had no short term memory.
One sensation I will never forget, which happened continually throughout this entire
phase of my Kundalini, was a really sickening sensation as if I was getting pulled out
my body through my head – [The sensation was similar to the feeling of being in an
elevator when it has reached it’s destined floor, and it stops, it shakes, And you feel
an almost weightless feeling for a second. It was very much like that, However the
focus point was in my head and it was a very intense feeling]
My bodies’ temperature was very high and it continually rose through the 3 Days of
this experience.
Then the second day came, It was just more severe disorientation, nausea and
extreme agitation. When it came to the evening the sensation of getting pulled out
my body started to happen more and more frequently - [What I understand of it now,
the sensation was my light body shifting from the intense push of the Kundalini
energy]
The sensation became more and more frequent throughout the evening and my
disorientation increased to the point where I honestly did not know where I was. As
it became night the sensation would not stop, literally, it would happen every
ten\fifteen seconds. It was quite unbearable.
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After a short while it seemed like it was going away and then suddenly, at I think
around 12pm, it hit me like a ton of bricks. I got hotter and hotter, the sensation got
stronger and stronger. It was quickly getting worse and worse, I was just in complete
agony, I could literally feel every electrical appliance in the room, it was so painful. I
cannot describe the pain, it was really severe.
Then noises started to hurt me, the fan, the fridge, the smallest noises would hurt me
and shock me– as if being violently woken up from a very deep trance state. Any
noise felt like an intense jolt of electric pain.
It lasted at that intensity for about 45 minutes, I think, and I could move freely, I
stood up, and all of a sudden I just felt like an entirely new being, literally. My entire
life perspective changed, My Soul itself even changed, in almost the Blink of an eye.
I was lucky enough to have my Guardian Demons with me during this, if it weren’t
for their presence I definitely would not have made it through the Awakening. I am
so thankful to my Guardians!
I felt, without a shadow of a doubt, that my Will became closer to Father Satans’, as
well as my perspective and thought process, even my Soul became closer to Father
Satan. Not only did I “feel” it but it was - and is still - reflected in the fact that my
Aura has changed color from green, to turquoise and is now almost the Demonic
Blue.
I know that was a sudden, but that is how it happened. Just like that – it was over.
The effects lasted for about 2 nights afterwards, especially cell-phones, honestly,
Combining all my broken bones and cracked ribs from Thai-Boxing and Enduro, I
have never felt such stinging pain.
I enjoyed the pain, In-fact I was overjoyed because I knew I was Advancing, Growing
and becoming closer to Father Satan than I had ever previously Imagined. “No pain
no Gain” Looking back on it, in the weeks leading up to this ‘Spiritual
Transformation’ I was feeling and acting so strange, I just assumed it was psychic
attack, - “Assumption is the mother of all fuck-ups”
After this, I would receive a small electric shock whenever I touched an object; The
Gods later explained to me that it was my Aura naturally connecting with the objects
I interacted with. This gives a great advantage when sending or draining energy from
someone\something and with telekinesis.
The changes never stop after the Awakening of your Kundalini Serpent; once your
Serpent has awakened you can actually communicate and connect with it. I will be
writing about this very soon.
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- Charging & Connecting with Your Kundalini Serpent This method was something that I used before and after the Awakening of my
Kundalini Serpent. It is a good way of both assisting in the Awakening your
Kundalini Serpent and charging your Kundalini Serpent for the Initial Rising. [It also
helps you to connect with your Kundalini Serpent in order to make the transition
from two separate minds, into one, much easier.]
Start by stimulating yourself to orgasm, [Do not hold it in as done in the 3rd step of
the Magnum Opus] as you reach orgasm, draw back the released sexual energy and
condense it into a ball in-front of you, the ball should be a bright, neon blue – very
high vibration.
Take this ball and position it in-front of your Kundalini Serpent and simply offer the
ball of intense Sexual Energy to Your Kundalini, then visualize the Serpent eating the
ball of Energy [You should actually see this, but in the beginning it is okay to
visualize, just keep aware of the astral images you perceive while doing this
meditation]
After your Kundalini Serpent has devoured this ball, create another Ball of
condensed energy, this time from your Aura. Create a bright white-gold ball in-front
of you. Then begin to impregnate the ball with each of the Elements [including the
Akasha].
[Do not use “breaths” of the elements, you should be past that, just fill the ball with
Equal amounts of Fire, Water, Earth and Air. It is best to begin with the Akasha, as it
is incredibly powerful when used as a ‘primer’ when working with Elements or
energy of any sort.]
Once done, move this ball, again, in-front of your Kundalini Serpent and offer the
energy. Once devoured, Visualize the Serpent Facing up.
Now, and just below your tailbone visualize and feel an intense amount of Whitegold (And very hot) energy. Let the energy swell and build at the base of your spine
until you feel you cannot hold it, then affirm to yourself “Rise\Up” and visualize the
energy moving up your spine and into your 6th Chakra.
After this, just sit quietly and attempt to connect with your Serpent, in the Same way
the we Communicate with our Mighty Gods so do we Communicate with our Golden
Dragon. - This must be practiced constantly to truly activate the Serpent; you will
however notice a very sudden and exaggerated change in the flow and feel of your
bio-electricity. Just remember to write everything down, this is so you always have a
means of looking back at the Spiritual Changes that took place within you.
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- First Ascension of the Golden Dragon:
The Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent What I have experienced is the Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent, The Kundalini
Serpent does no simply rise all at once; there are many stages and process involved.
The Kundalini Serpent is the part of Father Satan that is within us Gentiles. We do
not “raise” our Kundalini, it rises through the ‘Satan Divine’, when Father Satan
wishes it to rise it will rise. The Kundalini Serpent is a separate entity and as such it
has a Mind of its own, when the two minds clash or are out of synch Insanity occurs.
The only way to prevent this is to completely Trust in Father Satan and to trust that
Father Satans’ plan for you will all work out. You need to know in your Soul; in your
entire being that Father Satan is –and-has been guiding your life since you first
began as an existence.
The following is what I experienced during the Initial Ascent of the Golden Dragon.
The Fountain of Energy:
What rose up my Spine first was the Kundalini energy; it was Hot – intensely Hot – it
shuddered with power, It is easy to see how one could mistake the Kundalini Energy
for the Kundalini Itself.
The Kundalini energy rose from the very base of my spine, through each of the
Chakra extensions on my spine until it hit and exited through my Crown Chakra. All
of this excess Kundalini Energy was “venting” out of my Crown Chakra, it looked as if
it were spewing out like fountain. This was only the beginning, the first stage. This
was incredibly painful, it initially hit me out of nowhere, the pain was enough to jolt
my entire body and leave me awake for the next 48 hours or so.
My Kundalini was stirring and needed to release the excess energy, if I had a major
blockage in one of the Chakra extensions along my spine, or my physical body was
still week to energy I would have either gone insane from the pain, or I would have
internally over-heated and died.
During the course of this whole experience and now still, Kundalini Energy continues
to rise up and release through my Crown Chakra.
The “jelly” Tube:
What rose up my spine next was a thick tube of energy, it rose from the base of my
tail-bone up to my neck, just before my Skull. The rising of this “tube” took about 15
minutes; I felt it very literally stretch my spine from the inside out. [During this time
I also felt my Sushumna being expanded.] This was incredibly painful, in the first 5
minutes or so, the tube seemed to “get stuck” at the Solar Chakra extension on my
Spine. There was obviously a minor blockage there that I was un-aware of.
The tube had actually prepared each of the Chakra extensions along my spine - up to
the point above my throat Chakra - for my Kundalini Serpent to rise. If this “tube”
had not gone through each of Chakra extensions on my spine and fixed the minor
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blockage in my Solar Chakra, Spontaneous Human Combustion would have been the
result.
After the “tube” reached the point on my neck just below my skull, I just suddenly
feel asleep, this process took a lot out of me. When I awoke my entire body –
especially my Spine – was insanely Hot, It also felt as if someone had torn all the
muscles in my Back.
Deep Depression:
What I experienced next I did not except at all nor did I have any reason too. After
the “tube” had risen and actually settled into my Spine, I was hit with a sudden and
very deep depression. It literally came out of nowhere.
The depression was very intense; it lasted three days and disappeared by the fourth
day. I am very good at knowing my emotions and thoughts, and I can easily pick-up
on when they are being manipulated [by the Enemy] but with this I could not
understand what was happening to me. I could not find a single reason why I would
or even could feel this way, and it was definitely not psychic attack by the enemy. The
Only way I can describe this is: when the enemy attacks, it is externally and it is easy
to cut yourself off from their bullshit, but this was internal - and it was nothing like
psychic attack.
What I have come to understand, is that my Kundalini Serpent was taking me
through an emotional cleansing, a very deep cleansing that brought all the shit from
this life and my past lives out to the surface in one-foul-swoop. I trusted in my
Kundalini and I trusted in Father Satan and within the three\four days all the
emotions were dealt with and I was able to “start fresh” so to say.
Looking back it is easy to see how important and necessary this emotional “cleaning
out” was. Prior to this I had ‘Cleaned out my Mental Attic’ so to speak, and sorted
through my thoughts and the things I had [and had not] done in my life. This is also
very important, if I had not done this mental cleansing, everything would have come
out all at once during this point and I would have certainly not been able to handle it.
The Initial Rising of my Kundalini Serpent:
Nearing the end of the ‘Emotional Cleansing, the Initial Rising of my Kundalini
Serpent began. When it happened it literally felt as if something had slithered its way
up my spinal cord and stretched a hole in the exact middle of it.
Just before this happened, I was connecting with my Kundalini when suddenly, I felt
for a split second, a sort of dense fiery energy rush up my spine. It took about a
second to rise up - it rose from the base of my tail-bone up into my skull and then
“Bang” It felt as if someone had shot me in the back of the head.
It was at this point I could actually see the Vibration of everything around me. (What
I saw was that Wood vibrates faster than Brick. And that Plastic barely vibrates at
all).
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That was the first time my Kundalini Serpent actually rose up my Spine, this was all
in preparation to break-through and connect to my cerebellum. Afterwards my spine
started to “pulse” - not my entire spine, just the part between my skull and my
shoulder blades, it was definitely a pulsing feeling, I then started to heat up - a lot My skin was becoming red, and my spine was hot to the point where If I had touched
it would almost burn my hand.
Shortly after I lay down to try and rest, suddenly my Kundalini "wiggled" when it did
this, my astral body and my light body moved with it. It felt as if for a split-second I
was on a roller coaster.
Nerve Sensitivity:
After this initial rising had happened, my entire nervous system, throughout my
Body was raw; it was just this intense sensitivity to everything - Most especially
electronics and any type of sound.
I could feel absolutely everything around me, even the birds and trees outside the
house; it was as if the entire world was in my living room. The electronics in my
House were horribly painful, everything the TV the computer even the electrical
circuitry in the walls was painful, but the most painful electronic object by far was the
fridge, I honestly have no clue why, but out of everything, the pain I felt from that
fucking fridge was the most severe.
Also sounds, even whispering was enough to jolt my entire body, any little sound was
painful, while I was sitting on the Couch - feeling all this, something knocked the
Door, the pain and shock form that little noise was enough to shift my astral body out
of my physical body.
As I said the Kundalini operates on the Nervous System, so when it begins these
different stages of Ascension, my Nerves got pounded, which is why all these painful
experiences happened, however they were never too much to handle. - So long as you
Trust Father Satan there is nothing you cannot face.
The Nerve Connection:
After some rather crazy events following the Initial Rising, my Kundalini Serpent
dropped back down my spine. It was a very short while after this, I felt the ‘Nerve’
Connect. It was as if an incredibly thin hypodermic needle had been inserted within
my spine, from the top of my neck down to the base of my tail bone.
Right After this, the nerve started to pulse, the same sensation as when you pricked
your finger as a child and felt as if your “heart was beating in your finger”.
This was not too painful; it certainly felt very strange though.
The Looming Sense of Insanity:
I have mentioned a few times where complications in the rising of the energy or the
Kundalini Serpent itself could result in insanity - from the pain or even internal
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overheating and spontaneous combustion, but there was - and is still to this moment
- a feeling that insanity is waiting just around the corner. . .
When all of this happens you gain something incredible, it is un-explainable, only
once you experience this for yourself can you truly understand. But it is when you let
these gifts and abilities go to your head, you will literally drift off in to a fantasy land
of your own creation. The only advice I can give for this, is to stay as mentally
grounded as possible.
Just remember what is important. Remember what is required of us and remember
that Father Satan and the mighty Gods are always there for us.
And what Next . . . :
With this initial rising, I gained a part of myself that has been missing for a long time.
My Kundalini has helped me ascend to a higher plane; this is due to the Fact that my
Vibration has drastically increased. I experience everything differently, I see
everything differently and I can do things I had never thought possible.
Before any of this happened, I would always connect and try to communicate with
my Kundalini, I always tried to befriend and form a bond with my Kundalini Serpent
- rather than trying to force it up my Spine with energy.
It is very important to build trust with you Kundalini Serpent, otherwise the two
minds will clash and insanity is the only out-come.
Following everything that happened, I did a Ritual to Father Satan, humbly asking
HIM to please raise my Kundalini Serpent, and guide my Kundalini Serpent through
the Final accession. Since then the energies have been building and building, and I
know all too well the Final Ascension of My Dragon is near.
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- A New Life in Satan:
The True Rising of My Kundalini Serpent,
HIS Ascended Golden Dragon The True Rising of my Kundalini Serpent happened roughly six months after the
Initial Ascension, and took exactly one month for the Entire process to finish.
In terms of pain, there was hardly any at all. The Extreme pain and the feeling of
your spine being stretched beyond its limit were barely there. The Initial Rising was
obviously just a testing ground, as to whether you can or cannot take the True Rising.
Also, the physical aspect of myself went through very Drastic Changes during the
Initial Ascension, but nothing like what happened with the True Rising.
Extreme heat was a constant, but after all the different Kundalini Processes that took
place during the 6 months prior, it was bearable. The most significant part of myself
that suffered was the Mental Aspect, and just my actual body.
What Happens with the True Ascension has been depicted in the Egyptian
Hieroglyphs many times; My Serpent ate its way up my Spinal Cord, it bit into the
6th Chakra and then moved into the 3rd eye, From there The Serpent moved up
along my Skull, Wrapped around the Mar Ka Ba ball inside my Gold Chakra and
moved out, facing ahead.
[http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/EgyptTwo.html]
The build up to the True Rising happened over 6 days. I was told by Father Satan and
the Gods [as well as my Kundalini Serpent itself] to follow a very strict and specific
set of Meditations. - Every night for 6 Days I meditated for roughly 4 hours. Here is
the breakdown of what I did each night:
The full Mer Ka Ba Meditation at 6x times the speed of light; mixing the Blue Female
Elixir and the Red Male Elixir and circulating it through the Chakra and the Soul;
The Three steps of the Magnum Opus; Using External Male and Female Elixirs to
Empower the Pineal Gland; Spinning\Vibrating all the aspects of my Existence at 6x
the Speed of light; “Shapeshifting” to a specific Astral form that I was shown;
Performing the three sets of the Twin Serpent Meditation (Up each extension set of
the Chakra’s); Performing the three sets of the Single Serpent Meditation (Up each
extension set of the Chakra’s); Creating a four element, Elemental for psychic
empowerment; Empowering and Strengthening the Four Pillars of the Soul; Using
Orgasm to Stimulate the Kundalini; And lastly decoded Mediations from the
Necronomcion that [are very powerful and] cannot be spoken about here.
[I am still doing all these Mediations, constantly; however there are many new
additions]
The True Rising started quite normally, A very large pressure and Heat started to
climb up my Spinal Cord, [except this time, it felt as if it had a pulse, like a heartbeat]
This took a while as my the Back-extension of my Solar Chakra still seems to have
some problems. The pressure was very intense and numbed most of the pain, it was a
very strange experience - it is quite indescribable.
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It was at this point I saw with my ocular vision, my Kundalini Serpent, In front of
Me, Wrapped around the Mer Ka Ba ball and Facing ahead. I brushed it off, as I had
no idea what was truly happening. 3 Days after seeing this image with my “real” eyes,
the Actual Process began to happen.
A quick build up of pressure within my spine and head, and intense build up of heat,
and then, my Kundalini began to move. My Serpent moved out of my 3rd eye, and
slowly began to move up my skull to the Area on top of my Crown Chakra. This was
very painful and very odd, because I was waving in and out of awareness, as if I was
falling asleep and waking up every couple of seconds. A more pressure built-up, my
Serpent then Moved up and Began to wrap itself over and around the Mer Ka Ba ball
which I had placed into my Gold Chakra, [which was all spinning at 6x the speed of
light]. My Kundalini then move forewords, about 20cm from my head, it opened its
mouth, and then spread out, a small pair of wings which are located just beneath its
Head\Crown. As my Kundalini spread this second set of wings, and intense and
unimaginable feeling came over me, I can’t describe it, as all I remember was waking
up 9 hours later. [I had obviously fully lost awareness and consciousness]
As I woke up, I really was out of it, but I was told immediately to perform the Mer Ka
Ba Meditation, however, something was very different, as I couldn’t spin at 6x the
speed of light, like I was being stopped, I asked what was happening, and
Immediately I was told “Spin at 9x the speed of light, your Serpent has done this for
you, you simply need to keep yourself at this speed of vibration”. So from then I did
the Mer Ka Ba, as well as Spinning the Different Aspects, all at 9x the speed of light,
everyday.
After a day, more drastic changes started to happen. My Serpent fused my Aura and
my Mer Ka Ba disc together, they became one, and the Disc actually controlled my
Aura. This caused some problems in the Beginning, as the Mer Ka Ba Disc naturally
shoots out to over 55ft, and so when it fused with my Aura, it extended to 55ft as well.
For over a 18m radius, I was picking up on so many different things, people’s
emotions, thoughts, and their life crises. It was quite overwhelming. Spiritually, my
Aura is naturally out at about a 18m Radius, but the Problem is the physical human
body, truly cannot take this, So I was told how to condense the Mer Ka Ba Disc and
subsequently my aura in order to save my physical body. [It truly messed with my
Physical body, being so “out” on both the Astral and the Physical, I could only
manage to stay awake for two hours at a time, and then I would feel as if I had just
been through a War.]
After a few days of just sleeping for 16 hour periods and being awake for only 2, My
Body started to get a bit more accustomed to the True Rising and I could “semi”
function again. At this point I had actually thought it was over, but it was not.
What happened next was a severe change in my mentality and my brain. [Like the
rewiring of the circuits within the Brain] It started out slowly, weird images, small
changes in moods. But then one morning at about 3am after two weeks had passed of
the True Rising, The Major mental change happened. It started with severe mental
exhaustion, I was lying on the couch looking up, my mind was like jelly, I was so tired
I couldn’t move from where I was sitting.
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Then, I started feeling different emotions, like in waves, very negative. After
wallowing in self pity for a while, I suddenly started seeing very, *very* Vivid images,
of a specific life of mine. [What was happening I will not tell] The realness of the
images I was getting was enough to make me believe I was there, as if I was actually
doing past life regression, even though I was lying on the couch with my eyes open.
This went on for a while, and certain things just started to make sense. I suddenly
understood almost exactly what Marked Souls are, Our Origin, and our Purpose.Just multitudes of questions and answering regarding ancient knowledge was
rushing through me.
Then the real “trip” started. I was getting these rushing images of random people, it
was so strange, the perspective was as if I was remote viewing them [And I am very
sure I was]. However, I was seeing many individual people, all in their houses\rooms
all doing normal daily things, I have no idea of who these people are - I did not know
them in any way. But I was seeing them, what was truly strange is that I was seeing
many, many people all at once, but I was able to differentiate each image and
see\understand exactly what was going on. As If time slowed so dramatically I could
remote view 80 people in the matter of a second. [I even saw the room in the vatican,
where a group of jesuits constantly plot against the JoS. One even felt\saw me, and
got quite a fright, the little kike just ran off after that]
Afterwards, my mind just started failing on me. I then truly began to hallucinate, and
it was incredibly unpleasant. Now, I can barely remember what the hallucinations
were, but then, it was very intense and one of the worst moments of any Kundalini
experience. I am not sure how long it lasted, but there was a specific point where it all
ended. I heard a loud pop, and I felt the sensation of my ears popping, and suddenly
I felt fine. Still very tired, but completely fine, like all the shit that just took place was
a bad dream or something. I went straight to sleep after that.
After that, the Major changes were finished; it was only smaller changes, and
tiredness that followed.
It was after that, that I was told to meditate, regardless of the shit I was going
through, At the time, I was at the Danger point, when Kundalini could easily drop
back down the Spine, and the process would have to start over again. What I can say
from both what I was told and my experiences, the Mer Ka Ba Meditation [the TRUE
Mer Ka Ba meditation given to High Priestess Maxine Dietrich by Thoth-sama is the
*Most Important* meditation any person who has reached the Initial Rising can do.
It WILL start the True Rising, it may take months or less, but It will start the True
Rising if you are at the Stage of the Initial Ascension.]
(http://www.666blacksun.com/Egyptian666.html)
After this, I truly started feeling the effects of the True Rising. And still now, so much
is being revealed to me by Father Satan, the Mighty Gods and my Kundalini Serpent.
All my Astral senses are unbelievably sensitive, Vision and Hearing even smelling are
crystal clear. Also, with the True Rising, the Astral and Physical really do become
one. For instance, in the Inner Radius of my Aura and Disc I easily and quickly affect
anything. Like a few weeks ago, I was listening to music on my PC and I suddenly got
the urge to perform telekinesis. I put a thick large piece of paper in front of me, and
within 3 minutes, I had the Paper rattling, shacking and slowly spinning. This is
without trance or focus, just a quick 3 minutes with music playing. Also, whenever I
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go out, to the grocery store or something, everyone I walk passed always looks
directly at me and stares into my eyes – It really strange.
Also no curse can reach me, as my Serpent literally devours any energy sent to me
[regardless of whether it is positive or negative] and converts it to Akasha. One,
strange ability, is that I can sense other Serpents and affect them by connecting
myself to them, in-affect raising another Serpent. Even seeing the four pillars of each
person’s soul is very easy.
There are countless other abilities that I received from this, but the above is the just
of it.
What I can say about the True Rising is that it is ONLY possible if one is of Father
Satan and if Satan himself is guiding you and your Serpent. As I have said before, the
Kundalini is the Part of Satan within us, and it is not possible to reach this level
without HIS Guidance. Even Satyananda Saraswati did not fully Reach the True
Rising, [Although, He was Serving Father, just by a different perception]. You really
need to be strong for this, not only because it is so quick to lose your mind or your
body to the Rising, but because the enemy, will immediately and –extremely- go after
you.
Let me put it like this. After the True Rising, the Intensity of your Spirit and Astral
Body, is so great, that on the Astral you literally appear as a Star, and you actually
light a very large portion of the Astral, just with your existence. - That is the Power of
the True Rising. However, A Star on the Astral is *THE* only target to the enemy. So
like me, regardless of the True Rising, always build and keep a constant and strong
Aura of Protection Every Single Day, Twice a Day. [Your Serpent, depending on its
growth, can only “eat” so much]
[And just something to think about, at this level, A Risen Satanist can light a km
radius of the Astral in the millions, much like an Actual Star. Father Satan however,
lights the Entire [infinite] Astral. – The Entire Universe is light and controlled by
HIS will.]
What I heard from Father, straight after the True Rising was this; “One Last Hurdle,
One Last Step”. So, on to the Final Rising!
[One last and very important thing. I have left out three very important events and
changes that happen during the True Rising of the Kundalini Serpent, this is to stop
any parasitic-jew infiltrators from copy\pasting this to the e-Groups, and claiming
that “it” has actually gone through the True Rising. Some idiotic infiltrator has
already tried this with my work on the Initial Rising, but failed miserably. Hail
Satan!]
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– “Adolf Hitler with Heinrich Himmler at the Berghof in 1943”
You are Our Heroes, the Heroes of the Aryan Race; you are a constant source of
Inspiration to Our People - the true followers of Satan. And We, the children of the
*True* Creator of Humanity, will always hold you in loving memory!
Forever in the Kingdom of Satan, may you be cast in eternal Paradise.
~ Hail Adolf Hitler! Hail Heinrich Himmler! Hail the Aryan Race! ~
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